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AA+ + amino+acid+ 273"
aTIS& & alternative+translation+initiation+site+ 274"
BAM& & binary+alignment+map+ 275"
BED& & browser+extensible+data& 276"
BLAST& & basic+local+alignment+search+tool& 277"
bp& & base+pair+ 278"
C& & cytosine+ 279"
CDS++ + coding+DNA+sequence+ 280"
cDNA& & complementary+DNA+ 281"
CHIPLseq& & chromatin+immunoprecipitation+sequencing& 282"
CHX& & cycloheximide+ 283"
CI+ + coding+index+ 284"
CPAN+ + comprehensive+Perl+archive+network+ 285"
CRAN+ + comprehensive+R+archive+network+ 286"
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DB+ + database+ 288"
dbSNP+ + database+of+Short+Genetic+Variations+ 289"
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miRNA+ + microRNA+ 318"
mRNA& & messenger+RNA+ 319"
mRNALseq+ messenger+RNA+sequencing+ 320"
MS++ + mass+spectrometry+ 321"
mTOR+ + mammalian+target+of+rapamycin+ 322"
Mt_RNA+ + mitochondrial+RNA+ 323"
NCBI& & National+Center+for+Biotechnology+Information+ 324"
ncRNA& & nonAcoding+RNA+ 325"
NGS+ + nextAgeneration+sequencing+ 326"
NSAF+ + normalized+spectral+abundance+factors+ 327"
NTR+ + newly+transcribed+regions+ 328"
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"
RNAi+ + RNA+interference+ 337"
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RPKM& & reads+per+kilobase+of+exon+model+per+million+mapped+reads& 340"
rRNA& & ribosomal+RNA+ 341"
RSLC+ + rapid+separation+liquid+chromatography+ 342"
RSS+ + ribosomal+release+score+ 343"
RTLPCR+ + real+time+PCR+ 344"
SAGE+ + serial+analysis+of+gene+expression+ 345"
SAM& & sequence+alignment+map+ 346"
SEP+ + sORFAencoded+peptide+ 347"
SER+ + sarcoAendoplasmatic+reticulum+ 348"
SNP+ + single+nucleotide+polymorphism+ 349"
sORF+ + small+open+reading+frame+ 350"
sprcRNA+ + short+polycistronic+ribosomeAassociated+coding+RNA+ 351"
SQL& & standard+query+language+ 352"
ssDNA+ + single+stranded+DNA+ 353"
SVM+ + support+vector+machine+ + 354"
STAR+ + spliced+transcripts+alignment+to+a+reference++ 355"
TIS+ + translation+initiation+site+ 356"
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tRNA& & transfer+RNA+ 358"
TSS& & transcription+start+site& 359"
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When+ we+ applied+ for+ an+ IWT+ scholarship+ the+ objective+ of+ this+ PhD+ research+ was+ to+ 374"
identify+ novel+ micropeptides+ and+ interesting+ sORF+ locations+ on+ a+ genomeAwide+ scale+ 375"
using+ both+ Next+ Generation+ Sequencing+ (NGS)+ and+ Mass+ Spectrometry+ (MS).+ At+ the+ 376"
time,+ limited+ information+ on+ micropeptides+ was+ available.+ A+ lot+ of+ what+ we+ knew+ 377"
regarding+ functionality+ and+ specific+ characteristics+ (expression,+ conservation...)+ was+ 378"
based+ on+ the+ one+ wellAdefined+ micropeptide+ encoding+ tarsal&less. gene+ in+ Drosophila. 379"
melanogaster.. Our+ first+ idea+ was+ to+ build+ a+ genomeAwide+ map+ of+ interesting+ sORF+ 380"
locations+ using+ existing+ tools+ such+ as+ sORFfinder.+ After+ an+ inital+ analysis+ of+ these+ 381"
regions,+ investigating+ conservation+ and+ coding+ potential,+ a+ combination+ of+ 382"
transcriptomics+and+MS+would+have+been+used+to+identify+new+and+interesting+putatively+ 383"
coding+sORF+locations.++ 384"
Not+ long+ after+ we+ started+ with+ the+ first+ genomeAwide+ bioinformatics+ analyses,+ a+ new+ 385"
paper+ was+ published+ by+ Ingolia+ et. al.+ on+ ribosome+ profiling+ (RIBOAseq)+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 386"
2011).+ A+ novel+ strategy+ was+ described+ based+ on+ sequencing+ of+ ribosome+ protected+ 387"
mRNA+fragments,++which+turned+out+te+be+very+useful+for+our+research+on+micropeptides+ 388"
(amongst+ other+ topics).+ Ribosome+ profiling+ experiments+ on+ mouse+ Embryonic+ Stem+ 389"
Cells+ (mESCs)+ had+ identified+numerous+ lncRNAs+ in+ the+mouse+genome+demonstrating+ 390"
expression+of+ sORFs,+ seen+as+ evidence+of+ a+ new+class+of+ short+ polycistronic+ ribosomeA 391"
associated+coding+RNAs+(sprcRNAs).+Furthermore,+it+changed+our+notion+on+translation+ 392"
initiation+ sites+ (TIS),+ showing+ that+ nearAcognate+ start+ sites+ are+ omnipresent+ in+ the+ 393"




nearAcognate+ TIS+ sites+ etc.)+ (See+ Part+ II).+ Instead+ of+ concentrating+ on+ MS+ based+ miA 398"
cropeptide+ identifications+ using+ an+ incomplete+ search+ space,+ we+ choose+ to+ focus+ and+ 399"
invest+ time+ in+ the+RIBOAseq+ technology+and+ the+ subsequent+bioinformatics+ analysis+of+ 400"
RIBOAseq+ derived+ data.+ This+ would+ enable+ us+ to+ create+ muchAneeded+ bioinformatics+ 401"
tools;+ something+ that+ would+ prove+ indispensable+ in+ further+ MS+ based+ (micropeptide)+ 402"
research+(See+Part+III).+Our+work+on+this+subject+let+to+the+collaboration+between+Biobix,+ 403"
NXTGNT+and+the+Lab+of+Medical+Protein+Research+A+VIB+(Prof.+Petra+Van+Damme)+bringA 404"
ing+together+ the+necessary+knowAhow+to+perform+ inAhouse+RIBOAseq+experiments.+ It+ is+ 405"
within+that+context+that+we+started+developing+the+PROTEOFORMER+tool,+enabling+the+ 406"
generation+of+a+protein+synthesisAbased+MS+search+database+and+the+RIBOsORF+pipeline+ 407"
specifically+ tailored+ towards+ the+ identification+ of+ new+ sORF+ sequences+ based+ on+ both+ 408"





The+ thesis+ consists+of+ five+different+parts.+Part& I& introduces+ some+basic+biological+ conA 412"
cepts.+ Known+ background+ for+ most+ readers,+ but+ nevertheless+ very+ important+ to+ fully+ 413"
understand+techniques+used+and+concepts+discussed+in+further+chapters.+The+first+chapA 414"
ter+ also+ includes+ an+ introduction+ to+ "Next+ Generation+ sequencing",+ more+ specifically+ 415"
Illumina+sequencing,+as+ the+ latter+ is+used+to+perform+ribosome+profiling+ (RIBOAseq).+As+ 416"
the+RIBOAseq+ technique+was+extensively+used+ throughout+my+PhD+ research+a+ compreA 417"







The+ first+objective+of+my+PhD+was+ to+ come+up+with+a+genomeAwide+map+of+putatively+ 425"
coding+sORFs.+The+paper+published+on+that+matter+is+presented+in+Part&II.&Based+on+the+ 426"






outcome+ of+ specific+ RIBOAseq+ experiments,+ performed+ on+ both+ treated+ as+well+ as+ unA 433"
treated+ samples,+was+processed+with+ a+ subsequent+bioinformatics+pipeline,+whereby+a+ 434"
proteinAsynthesis+based+sequence+search+database+was+generated.+This+custom+protein+ 435"
database+can+be+applied+as+search+space+in+the+identification+process+of+mass+spectromA 436"







































Jeroen+Crappé,+Wim+Van+Criekinge,+Gerben+Menschaert+ (2014),+ Little+ things+make+big+ 471"







Deoxyribonucleic+acid+ (DNA)+ is+ the+molecule+ that+encodes+genetic+ instructions+used+ in+ 477"
the+development+and+functioning+of+most+living+organisms.+In+this+way,+it+can+be+seen+as+ 478"
the+blueprint+of+ life,+ encoding+all+ information+needed+ to+ synthesize+proteins.+A+ singleA 479"
strand+DNA+(ssDNA)+is+a+long+polymer+composed+of+4+small+molecules+called+nucleotides+ 480"
(adenine+(A),+cytosine+(C),+guanine+(G)+and+thymine+(T)).+DNA+molecules+usually+consist+ 481"








the+ flow+of+ genetic+ information+between+ the+ three+ sequential+ informationAcarrying+biA 490"
opolymers+(DNA,+RNA+and+protein)+in+most+living+organisms.+It+was+first+stated+by+FranA 491"
cis+ Crick+ in+ 1958+ (Crick,+ 1958)+ and+ later+ reAstated+ in+ a+Nature+ paper+ published+ in+ 1970+ 492"
(Crick,+1970).+ 493"




such+ information+ cannot+ be+ transferred+ back+ from+protein+ to+ either+ protein+ or+ nucleic+ 498"
acid+(RNA+or+DNA).++ 499"
Although+the+central+dogma+ is+still+very+useful+as+a+basic+ framework+ in+order+to+underA 500"
stand+ the+ standard+ flow+ of+ information+ in+ a+ cell,+ a+ cornerstone+ of+ molecular+ biology,+ 501"
many+exceptions+to+this+dogma+are+now+known+as+a+result+of+genomic+studies+in+recent+ 502"







ductive.+ DNA+ replication+ occurs+ in+ the+ nucleus+ of+ eukaryotes+ during+ the+ synthesis+ (S)+ 508"
phase+of+the+cell+cycle+(See+Figure+1.1).+ 509"
510"
Figure' 1.1:' DNA. replication. involves. many. enzymes. structured. in. the. replication. fork... 511"
Source:.Public.domain,.author.Mariana.Ruiz.Villarreal.+ 512"
DNA+ replication+ starts+ at+ particular+ points+ in+ the+ DNA,+ known+ as+ "origins",+ which+ are+ 513"
targeted+by+ initiator+proteins.+The+enzyme+helicase+breaks+up+ the+hydrogen+bonds+beA 514"






tion+ fork+ (the+ leading+ strand);+ the+ lagging+ strand,+with+opposite+orientation,+ is+ syntheA 521"
sized+ in+short+separate+segments.+DNA+primase+reads+the+ lagging+template+strand+and+ 522"










Figure'1.2:'RNA.polymerase. transcribes.DNA. into.RNA..Following.mRNA.processing. (the. 531"
addition.of.3'.and.5'.caps.and.splicing.of.the.pre&mRNA).the.mRNA.leaves.the.nucleus.. In. 532"
the. cytoplasm. it. binds. to. ribosomes. that. ultimately. translate. the.mRNA. sequence. into. a. 533"
polypeptide. sequence. or. protein.. In. this. process,. transfer. RNA. (tRNA). brings. individual. 534"
amino.acids,.corresponding.to.the.mRNA.sequence,.to.the.ribosomes..(Harvard)... 535"
Together+with+a+number+of+transcription+factors,+RNA+polymerase,+forms+a+preinitiation+ 536"
complex+ around+ a+ core+promoter,+ a+ sequence+ in+ the+DNA+ that+ promotes+ transcription+ 537"
and+is+found+upstream+of+the+transcription+start+site+(TSS).+Following+promoter+release,+ 538"
RNA+polymerase+starts+adding+complementary+nucleotides+to+the+template+DNA+strand+ 539"




After+or+even+during+ the+actual+ transcription+process+ the+preAmRNA+undergoes+mRNA+ 542"
processing+before+the+RNA+is+translated.+Protective+caps,+preventing+exonuclease+activiA 543"










ure+ 1.3).+ During+ capAdependent+ initiation+ the+ small+ ribosomal+ subunit+ forms+ a+ preA 554"
initiation+complex,+with+an+ initiator+ tRNA+and+ several+ eukaryotic+ initiator+ factors+ (eIF),+ 555"
that+binds+to+the+5'cap+of+the+mRNA+and+moves+along+the+mRNA+chain+towards+its+3'end,+ 556"
scanning+for+a+start+codon+(typically+AUG).+The+small+ribosomal+subunit+has+three+bindA 557"
ing+ sites;+ an+ amino+ acid+ (A),+ polypeptide+ (P)+ and+ exit+ (E)+ site.+When+ the+MetAcharged+ 558"
initiator+ tRNA+ is+moved+ to+ the+P+ site,+ the+ larger+ ribosomal+ subunit+ is+ able+ to+associate+ 559"
and+the+complete+ribosome+commences+translation+elongation.++ 560"
During+ elongation,+ depending+ on+ eukaryotic+ elongation+ factors,+ the+ ribosome+ moves+ 561"
along+ the+mRNA+ in+ the+5'+ to+3'+direction.+Upon+binding+of+a+new+ tRNA+at+ the+A+site,+a+ 562"
peptide+ bond+ is+ formed+ between+ the+ nowAadjacent+ amino+ acids+ through+ peptidylA 563"


















A+systematic+overview+of+DNA+sequencing+ lies+well+beyond+the+scope+of+ this+ introducA 580"
tion.+ Numerous+ reviews+ are+ available+ (Ansorge,+ 2009;+ Janitz,+ 2008;+ Liu+ et+ al.,+ 2012;+ 581"
Mardis,+2008;+Morey+et+al.,+2013;+Strausberg+et+al.,+2008),+depicting+a+complete+picture+ 582"
of+ the+ history,+ technologies+ and+ applications+ of+ first,+ second+ and+ third+ generation+ seA 583"
quencing.+The+development+of+ribosome+profiling+(RIBOAseq),+the+main+focus+of+the+next+ 584"








son+ and+ Crick,+ 1953)+ leading+ to+ the+ central+ dogma+ of+ biology,+ it+ took+ until+ the+ midA 591"







cleotide+ sequence,+ which+ acts+ as+ primer+ for+ the+ synthesis+ of+ the+ complimentary+ seA 599"
quence,+after+annealing+to+a+single+strand+DNA+(ssDNA)+template.+In+four+different+reacA 600"
tions+a+mixture+of+DNA+polymerase,+normal+deoxynucleosidetriphosphates+(dNTPs)+and+ 601"






In+ the+ following+decades+multiple+ improvements+ to+ the+original+ technique+were+develA 608"




est+ in+ novel+ (with+ a+ focus+ on+ increased+ speed+ and+ accuracy)+ and+ cheaper+ sequencing+ 613"
technologies+emerged+(Collins+et+al.,+2003).+Soon+thereafter+a+number+of+new+sequencA 614"
ing+platforms+were+launched.+In+2005,+454+Life+Sciences+introduced+the+GS20+instrument+ 615"
as+ the+ first+nextAgeneration+system+on+ the+market.+ It+was+however+ the+ release+of+ their+ 616"
followAup+ sequencer,+ the+ Genome+ Sequencer+ FLX+ (GSAFLX),+ in+ 2007+ that+marked+ the+ 617"
true+ start+ of+ next+ generation+ sequencing.+ After+ commercialization+ of+ the+ Solexa+ seA 618"
quencing+platform+in+2006,+Illumina+acquired+the+company+in+early+2007,+rebranding+its+ 619"
sequencer+ as+ the+ Illumina+ Genome+ Analyzer.+ In+ late+ 2007,+ third+ player+ to+ the+market+ 620"







base. (Mb;. a. million. bases). of. DNA. sequence. at. the. National. Human. Genome. Research. 626"
Institute.(NHGRI).(Wetterstrand,+2014)..The.data.from.2001.through.October.2007.repre& 627"
sent.the.costs.of.generating.DNA.sequence.using.Sanger&based.chemistries.and.capillary& 628"
based. instruments. ('first. generation'. sequencing. platforms).. Beginning. January. 2008,. the. 629"
data. represent. the.costs.of.generating.DNA.sequence.using. 'second&generation'. (or. 'next& 630"
generation'). sequencing. platforms.. To. illustrate. the. nature. of. the. reductions. in. DNA. se& 631"






low+ cost+ per+ base.+ The+ company+ sells+ a+ number+ of+ different+ sequencers+ including+ the+ 638"





After+ library+ preparation,+ DNA+ fragments+ are+ amplified+ by+ bridge+ amplification+ and+ a+ 642"





face.of.a. flow.cell..Bridge.amplification.via.an. isothermal.amplification.process,. is. subse& 648"
The"Central"Dogma"of"Molecular"Biology"and"DNA"Sequencing" 17"
"
quently. used. in. order. to. synthesize. clusters. of. identical. fragments.. After. denaturation,. 649"








the+ ligated+adapters.+After+ synthesis+of+a+ complementary+ strand+starting+ from+the+priA 658"
mer,+the+original+DNA+strand+is+denatured+and+washed+away.+The+actual+bridge+amplifiA 659"





Clonal+ clusters+ on+ the+ flowAcell+ surface+ are+ then+ sequenced+ simultaneously,+ using+ the+ 665"
dyeAterminator+ sequencingAbyAsynthesis+ approach.+ First,+ bases+ blocked+ at+ their+ 3'+ end+ 666"
are+added+ to+ the+ reaction+ so+ that+only+ 1+base+ is+ incorporated.+Fluorescence+of+ the+ last+ 667"
incorporated+ base+ is+ emitted+ by+ the+ imaging+ system.+ After+ removing+ the+ 3'+ blocking+ 668"
group+and+ fluorescence+ label+ the+previous+process+ is+ cyclically+ repeated+ in+order+ to+ seA 669"








As+already+mentioned+ in+Chapter+1.2,+ the+human+genome+project+boosted+ the+ interest+ 676"
in,+ and+ the+ development+ of+ fast+ and+ cheap+mass+ sequencing+ technologies.+ Instead+ of+ 677"
studying+ single+ molecules,+ researchers'+ focus+ shifted+ towards+ the+ study+ of+ the+ whole+ 678"
composition+of+ those+molecules.+The+advent+of+ these+ technologies,+ together+with+new+ 679"
approaches+to+understanding+life,+resulted+in+what+is+often+referred+to+as+'the.omics.revo& 680"
lution'.(Martín+et+al.,+2009).+However,+most+of+these+techniques+only+enable+us+to+study+ 681"
the+ static+ state+ of+ one+ of+ the+ information+ carrying+ biopolymers+ in+ the+ cell+ (See+ Figure+ 682"
2.1).+ +RNAAseq+enables+us+ for+example+ to+ study+ the+ composition+of+ the+ transcriptome,+ 683"








and. protein/proteome).. RIBO&seq. or. genome&wide. information. on. protein. synthesis. 692"
Ribosome"Profiling" 19"
"




Until+ recently,+ actual+ genomeAwide+protein+ synthesis+was+often+ studied+with+polyriboA 697"
some+ analysis+ or+ polysome+ profiling+ (Esposito+ et+ al.,+ 2010).+ For+ this+ procedure+ 698"
mRNA/ribosome+ complexes+ are+ first+ isolated+ from+ the+ cells.+ Then+ polysomes+ (mRNAs+ 699"
bound+ to+multiple+ ribosomes)+are+ separated+ from+monosomes+using+a+ sucrose+density+ 700"
gradient.+ The+ abundance+ of+ RNA+ in+ the+ polysome+ fraction+ can+ then+ be+ analyzed+with+ 701"










comprehensive+ highAprecision+ measurement+ of+ in. vivo+ translation+ with+ subcodon+ to+ 712"
singleAnucleotide+ precision+ is+ provided.+ In+ comparison+ to+ RNAAseq+ or+ even+ polysome+ 713"
profiling,+ this+ is+ a+ far+more+ appropriate+method+ to+ study+ true+ gene+ expression+ at+ the+ 714"
translational+level+(See+Figure+2.1).++ 715"
The+ true+ strength+ of+ RIBOAseq+ arises+ from+ the+ use+ of+ different+ treatments+ in+ order+ to+ 716"
stall+or+block+initiating+and+elongating+ribosomes.+Elongating+ribosomes+can+be+blocked+ 717"
by+cycloheximide+or+emetine,+these+are+antibiotics+that+bind+to+the+exit+site+of+the+riboA 718"
somal+ subunits+ and+ block+ subsequent+ ribosomal+ translocation,+ or+ by+ thermal+ freezing+ 719"
(Ingolia+et+al.,+2009;+2011;+Oh+et+al.,+2011).+Initiating+ribosomes+can+be+studied+by+direct+ 720"
blocking.+Lactimidomycin+functions+ in+a+similar+way+as+cycloheximide+and+emitine,+but+ 721"
since+ it+ is+ larger;+ it+ can+only+bind+ the+empty+exit+ sites+of+ initiating+ ribosomes.+HarringA 722"










in+Nature+ Protocols+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2012),+ comprising+ a+ total+ of+ 66+ steps,+ for+which+ an+ 731"
overview+is+given+in+Figure+2.2.+The+protocol,+as+explained+in+the+next+paragraphs,+is+only+ 732"








ple,+ preAtreatment+ with+ lactimidomycin+ will+ enrich+ for+ initiating+ ribosomes,+ enabling+ 741"
coding+ORF+delineation+and+annotation+(See+paragraph+2.2).+The+main+procedure+starts+ 742"
with+the+preparation+of+cell+lysates.+In.situ.detergent+lysis+proved+to+work+best+for+mamA 743"
malian+ cultured+ cells,+ minimizing+ perturbation+ between+ normal+ growth+ and+ ribosome+ 744"
extraction.+ Mammalian+ cells+ and+ tissue+ that+ require+ physical+ disruption+ for+ ribosome+ 745"
Ribosome"Profiling" 21"
"




buffer+ conditions+ have+ an+ effect+ on+ the+ size+ and+ reading+ frame+ precision+ of+ ribosome+ 750"
footprints,+ reducing+ salt+ (overcoming+ ionic+ strength)+ and+ magnesium+ concentrations+ 751"
(otherwise+ inhibiting+ spontaneous+ conformational+ changes+ in+ ribosomes+ (Blanchard+ et+ 752"
al.,+2004)),+improves+resolution+and+enables+higherAprecision+footprinting+(Ingolia+et+al.,+ 753"
2012).++ 754"
Following+nuclease+digestion,+ intact+ ribosomeAfootprint+complexes+are+ recovered+ from+ 755"
cell+ lysates,+before+RNA+can+be+extracted.+Ribosome+purification+ is+done+by+a+densityA 756"
based+ separation+ through+a+ 1+M+ sucrose+ cushion+using+ sedimentation.+Although+much+ 757"
more+ challenging,+ using+ a+ sucrose+ density+ gradient+ purification+ in+ order+ to+ purify+ 80s+ 758"
ribosome+particles,+can+also+be+used+and+should+in+principle+be+more+specific.+To+purify+ 759"
the+ footprint+ fragments,+ they+need+ to+be+ loaded+on+ a+ polyacrylamide+gel+with+ control+ 760"
oligo+ samples,+ visualizing+upper+and+ lower+markers+ for+ the+26Ant+ to+34Ant+ region.+RNA+ 761"
can+be+recovered+from+the+excised+gel+region+by+precipitation+in+an+extraction+buffer.++ 762"
RNA+footprints+have+to+be+converted+into+a+doubleAstranded+DNA+sequencing+library+for+ 763"
Illumina+ NGS.+ Specific+ preadenylated+ DNA+ linker+ sequences+ are+ added+ to+ the+ 764"
dephosphorylated+RNA+ target+ fragments+using+a+genetically+modified+RNA+ ligase.+UsA 765"
age+of+ specific+optimized+primers+during+ the+ reverse+ transcription+ (and+PCR+amplificaA 766"
tion)+ phase+will+ allow+ sequencing+with+ standard+ Illumina+ primers+ in+ a+ later+ step.+ After+ 767"





taminants,+ can+ be+ achieved+by+ hybridization+ to+ biotinylated+ senseAstrand+ oligonucleoA 773"
tides+ and+ removal+ of+ those+ duplexes+ through+ streptavidin+ affinity.+ Alternatively+ or+ in+ 774"
combination,+ an+ approach+ using+ the+ RiboAZeroTM+ rRNA+ removal+ kits+ (Epicentre®)+ can+ 775"
also+be+used.+ 776"
A+final+PCR+amplification+and+barcode+addition+step+will+create+the+necessary+amount+of+ 777"
doubleAstranded+ library+DNA+needed+ for+ sequencing+on+ the+ Illumina+ sequencer,+as+deA 778"






Epicentre®+ recently+ launched+ the+ ARTseqTM+ ribosome+ profiling+ kits+ compatible+ with+ 783"
























The+ number+ of+ published+ research+ papers+with+ original+ RIBOAseq+ data+ has+ grown+ treA 808"
mendously+ fast+ during+ the+ last+ couple+ of+months+ (See+ Figure+ 2.3).+ + An+ overview+ of+ all+ 809"
these+topics+would+make+this+introduction+too+long.+In+stead+the+most+important+findings+ 810"
and/or+RIBOAseq+ (specific)+ applications+ from+ the+ articles+mentioned+above+will+ be+preA 811"
sented+in+the+next+paragraphs.++ 812"
Knowledge+gathered+ from+RIBOAseq+ studies+ can+be+ divided+ into+ 3+ broad+ categories;+ i)+ 813"
measuring+profiles+of+protein+synthesis,+ii)+monitoring+the+actual+translation+process+and+ 814"









Different+mechanisms+ influence+protein+ synthesis+ and+ cotranslational+ processing;+with+ 822"
the+advent+of+RIBOAseq+it+is+now+possible+to+study+those+on+a+genomeAwide+scale+in+living+ 823"




of+ translationally+ inactive+mRNA+ transcripts+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2009).+ In+S.. cerevisiae,. altA 828"
hough+ global+ translation+ levels+ decreased+ during+meiosis,+ geneAspecific+ temporal+ and+ 829"
stageAspecific+ changes+ in+ translational+ efficiency+ could+ also+ be+ identified+ (Brar+ et+ al.,+ 830"
2012).+Others+also+identified+temporal+regulation+of+viral+gene+translation+in+cytomegalA 831"
ovirus+infected+human+foreskin+fibroblasts+(SternAGinossar+et+al.,+2012).++ 832"
One+topic+of+current+debate+ is+ the+possible+occurrence+of+ slower+elongation+at+ the+beA 833"
ginning+of+genes.+Different+RIBOAseq+studies+indeed+seem+to+identify+slower+elongation+ 834"
at+ the+ beginning+ of+ coding+ sequences.+ Averaged+ over+ the+ transcriptome+ (Dana+ and+ 835"
Tuller,+2012;+Ingolia+et+al.,+2009;+Reid+and+Nicchitta,+2012;+Tuller+et+al.,+2010),+however,+ 836"
other+studies+suggest+that+higher+ levels+of+translation+of+short+genes+cause+this+"ramp"+ 837"
(Shah+et+ al.,+ 2013).+ Slower+ elongation+ is+ also+ apparent+ at+wobble+ codons+ in+C.. elegans. 838"
and+humans+(Stadler+and+Fire,+2011),+downstream+of+clusters+of+positive+residues+in+yeast+ 839"
(Charneski+and+Hurst,+2013),+proline+and+purine+rich+motifs+ in+bacteria+and+mammalian+ 840"
cells+ (Li+et+al.,+2012;+Woolstenhulme+et+al.,+2013)+and+because+of+more+complicated+ inA 841"
teractions+between+the+nascent+polypeptide+and+the+ribosome+exit+tunnel+through+which+ 842"













Translation+ is+an+energetically+expensive+process+and+ therefore+very+ sensitive+ to+ stress+ 852"
conditions+ such+ as+ amino+ acid+ starvation+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2009).+ Other+ cotranslational+ 853"
processes+during+protein+biogenesis+are+also+influenced+by+environmental+stresses.+ProA 854"
tein+ folding+ capacity,+ for+ example,+ can+ be+ compromised+ under+ stress+ conditions,+ and+ 855"
cells+react+to+this+by+reducing+protein+synthesis+levels.+Recent+RIBOAseq+studies+revealed+ 856"
a+ link+ between+ oxidative+ stress+ (Gerashchenko+ et+ al.,+ 2012),+ heat+ shock+ (Shalgi+ et+ al.,+ 857"
2013)+and+chemically+ induced+misfolding+ (Liu+et+al.,+2013a)+and+translation+attenuation+ 858"
by+ restricting+ elongation.+ Intriguingly,+ translation+ elongation+ due+ to+ folding+ stress+ is+ 859"
stalled+at+the+moment+when+the+nascent+peptide+first+emerges+from+the+ribosome.++ 860"
Using+an+approach+similar+to+chromatin+immunoprecipitation+sequencing+(CHIPAseq)+(for+ 861"
the+ study+ of+ in. vivo+ transcription),+ purified+ subpopulations+ of+ ribosomes+ (for+ example+ 862"
bound+by+chaperones)+can+be+monitored+with+RIBOAseq+(See+Figure+2.4b).+In+bacteria+for+ 863"
example,+ this+ showed+ that+ chaperone+ trigger+ factor+ (assists+ folding)+ crosslinking+ with+ 864"




assess+ the+ ultimate+ levels+ of+ protein+ synthesis+ after+ all+ layers+ of+ transcriptional,+ postA 869"
transcriptional+ and+ translational+ control.+ In+ contrast+ to+ transcriptAlevel+ based+profiling,+ 870"
ribosome+profiling+enables+accurate+measurement+of+translation.+This+helps+to+capture+a+ 871"
more+ complete+ picture+ of+ gene+ expression+ and+ cellular+ response+ as+was+ possible+ until+ 872"
now+(Ingolia,+2014).+The+analysis+of+gene+expression+can+also+lead+to+the+identification+of+ 873"
the+regulators+that+mediate+the+response+and/or+lead+to+information+on+upstream+signalA 874"
ing+ pathways.+ The+mTOR+kinase+ pathway+ (promoting+ cell+ growth+ and+proliferation)+ is+ 875"
deregulated+in+many+diseases,+including+cancer.+Recent+work+using+RIBOAseq+in+order+to+ 876"









2007).+ However,+ the+ role+ and+ potential+mechanisms+ of+miRNAAmediated+ translational+ 884"
control+ remain+ obscure.+ Recent+ studies+ using+ RIBOAseq+ in+ combination+ with+ RNAAseq+ 885"
provided+ interesting+ insights+ into+this+process.+By+ looking+at+ ribosome+occupancy,+Guo+ 886"




al.. studied+ the+ gene+ expression+ response+ of+ miRA430+ miRNA+ targets+ at+ earlier+ time+ 891"
points+ in+Zebrafish.+They+ first+noticed+ lowered+ ribosome+density+along+miRA430+ target+ 892"
mRNAs,+without+a+corresponding+decrease+ in+mRNA+abundance,+hinting+at+ translation+ 893"
initiation+ inhibition.+ Later+ on,+ levels+ of+ translation+ for+ most+ of+ the+ translationally+ reA 894"
pressed+ mRNAs+ reduced,+ indicating+ mRNA+ decay+ followed+ translational+ repression+ 895"
(Bazzini+ et+ al.,+ 2012).+ Research+ in+C.. elegans+ on+ different+ genes+ that+ are+ the+ target+ of+ 896"
miRNA+action+suggest+that+miRNAs+interfere+with+gene+expression+by+translation+initiaA 897"
tion+inhibition,+mRNA+destabilization+and+probably+other+mechanisms+influencing+elonA 898"




The+ use+ of+ antibiotics+ such+ as+ harringtonine+ and+ lactimidomycin+ to+ stall+ ribosomes+ at+ 903"














ko+ et+ al.,+ 2012;+ Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2011;+Koch+ et+ al.,+ 2014;+ Lee+ et+ al.,+ 2012).+ These+ findings+ 916"
point+ to+ the+ existence+ of+ many+ translated+ upstream+ ORFs,+ often+ starting+ from+ nearA 917"
cognate+(nonAAUG)+TIS+(See+Figure+2.5).++ 918"
E.. coli+ is+ one+ of+ the+most+ studied+ species+ with+ a+ very+ intensively+ annotated+ genome.+ 919"
However,+ the+ first+RIBOAseq+analysis+of+ this+bacterial+ species+ revealed+the+existence+of+ 920"










od,+ termed+ PROTEOFORMER,+ which+ performs+ the+ complete+ processing+ of+ RIBOAseq+ 931"
data+into+a+protein+synthesisAbased+sequence+database+for+MS+matching+(See+chapter+5).+ 932"
Studies+using+this+approach+ increase+the+overall+protein+ identification+rates+and+enable+ 933"
proteomeAwide+ identification+and+validation+of+new+protein+products:+5'Aextended+proA 934"












processes+ (Fricker,+2005).+The+ largest+and+most+extensively+ studied+class+of+ small+pepA 945"
tides+comprises+classical+bioactive+peptides.+These+are+enzymatically+cleaved+from+longA 946"
er+ protein+ precursors+ containing+ an+ NAterminal+ signal+ sequence,+ hence+ directing+ the+ 947"
translation+product+towards+the+secretory+pathway+(see+Figure+3.1).+Once+released+from+ 948"
the+ secretory+ vesicles,+ most+ of+ these+ peptides+ act+ as+ ligands+ of+ membrane+ receptors+ 949"





antihypertensive,+ antithrombotic+ or+ antioxidative+ activity+ (Kim+ and+Wijesekara,+ 2010;+ 955"
Sarmadi+and+Ismail,+2010).++ 956"
Recently,+other+(nonAclassical)+peptides+A+encoded+by+small+open+reading+frames+(sORFs)+ 957"
–+have+been+discovered,+presumably+defining+a+new+eukaryotic+gene+ family+ (Casson+et+ 958"
al.,+2002;+Frank+and+Smith,+2002;+Galindo+et+al.,+2007;+Kondo+et+al.,+2007;+Magny+et+al.,+ 959"













more+research+ is+conducted+to+this+new+type+of+biomolecules,+providing+ increasing+eviA 973"










It+ was+ assumed,+ especially+ for+ comprehensive+ cDNA+ annotation+ studies,+ that+ proteinA 982"
coding+genes+do+not+code+for+translation+products+shorter+than+100+AAs+(Carninci+et+al.,+ 983"
2005).+ This+ arbitrarily+ chosen+minimum+ length+ reduces+ the+ likelihood+ of+ falseApositive+ 984"







have+ recently+ been+ functionally+ annotated+ in+ different+ eukaryotic+ organisms+ (see+ next+ 992"
paragraph+ for+ an+ extensive+ overview+ or+ Table+ 3.1+ for+ a+ brief+ summary).+ Though+ imA 993"
portant+to+an+argument+of+the+general+conservation+and+function+across+all+kingdoms+of+ 994"
life,+ sORFs+ in+ bacteria+ and+ viruses+ (Boekhorst+ et+ al.,+ 2011;+ Hemm+ et+ al.,+ 2010;+ 2008;+ 995"
Hobbs+et+al.,+2011;+SternAGinossar+et+al.,+2012),+will+not+be+covered+in+this+introduction.+ 996"














Enod40+ clones+ revealed+a+highly+ conserved+ sORF+coding+ for+ a+ 10+ (tobacco)+or+ 12+ (soyA 1007"
bean)+AAs+long+peptide+(vandeSande+et+al.,+1996).+Later+on,+a+second+overlapping+coding+ 1008"
sORF+of+24+AA+was+identified+in+soybean,+categorizing+Enod40+as+a+polycistronic+mRNA.++ 1009"
Enod40+ is+ a+wellAknown+ factor+ that+ functions+ in+ root+nodule+organogenesis+ in+ legumes+ 1010"
and+ also+ displays+ a+ high+ sequence+ conservation+ among+ other+ plant+ species+ including+ 1011"
monocots,+suggesting+a+more+general+biological+ function+ (Rohrig+et+al.,+2002).+ In+addiA 1012"
tion,+Enod40+shows+a+highly+conserved+secondary+topology,+giving+it+the+characteristics+ 1013"
of+ a+ structural+ RNA+ (Gultyaev+ and+ Roussis,+ 2007).+ The+ presence+ of+ peptide+ encoding+ 1014"
sORFs+and+of+structured+RNA,+both+playing+a+role+in+developmental+processes,+indicates+ 1015"
that+ Enod40+ acts+ as+ a+ biAfunctional+ or+ dual+ RNA+ (Bardou+ et+ al.,+ 2011;+ Ulveling+ et+ al.,+ 1016"
2011).++ 1017"
Since+ the+ discovery+ of+ this+ first+micropeptide+ in+ plants,+ others+ have+ been+ functionally+ 1018"
annotated.+In+Arabidopsis,+the+POLARIS.(PLS)+gene,+identified+as+a+promoter+trap+transA 1019"
genic+line+predominantly+showing+expression+in+the+embryonic+basal+region,+affects+root+ 1020"
growth+ and+ vascular+ development+ (Casson+ et+ al.,+ 2002).+Mutation+ analysis+ has+ shown+ 1021"
that+the+36+AAs+peptide+encoded+by+PLS+interacts+with+PIN+proteins,+forming+a+network+ 1022"





in+Arabidopsis+has+shown+that+Brk1+ is+a+critical+WAVEAcomplex+subunit+ functioning+ in+a+ 1028"
pathway+with+the+ARP2/3+complex+(Djakovic+et+al.,+2006;+Le+et+al.,+2006).++ 1029"
ROTUNDIFOLIA. (ROT4)+was+ identified+as+an+overexpressed+novel+ single+exon+gene+enA 1030"
coding+a+small+53+AAs+peptide+in+an+Arabidopsis+mutant+with+short+leafs+and+floral+organs+ 1031"
(Ikeuchi+et+al.,+2011).+Phylogenetic+analysis+in+Arabidopsis+ indicates+that+ROT4.defines+a+ 1032"








Micropeptide+ research+ is+ not+ limited+ to+ plants;+ some+ of+ the+ bestAstudied+ sORF+ genes+ 1039"
have+ been+ identified+ in+ the+ animal+ kingdom.+ In. silico+ prediction+ analysis+ of+ cDNAs+ in+ 1040"
Drosophila. melanogaster+ identified+ several+ mRNAAlike+ ncRNA+ candidates+ putatively+ 1041"
encoding+ORFs+(Inagaki+et+al.,+2005;+Tupy+et+al.,+2005).++Extensive+study+on+one+of+these+ 1042"
candidates+by+several+groups+revealed+that+the+evolutionary+conserved+tarsal&less.(tal)+or+ 1043"
polished. rice. (pri)+ in+Drosphila+ and+ the+ orthologous+mille&pattes. (mlpt)+ in+Tribolium+ is+ in+ 1044"
fact+ a+ polycistronic+ gene+ encoding+ small+ peptides+ (Galindo+ et+ al.,+ 2007;+ Kondo+ et+ al.,+ 1045"
2007;+Savard+et+al.,+2006).+The+tal.gene+contains+a+total+of+4+sORFs+encoding+functionally+ 1046"
redundant+peptides+of+length+11+and+32+AAs,+playing+a+role+in+Drosophila.embryogenesis.++ 1047"





lecular+ analysis+ showed+ that+ tal+ controls+ epidermal+ differentiation+ by+ modifying+ the+ 1053"









ancestor+gene+with+ the+human+sarcolipin. (sln)+ and+ its+ longer+paralogue+phospholamban. 1063"
(pln).. In+ order+ to+ reflect+ their+ similarity+ the+ researchers+ suggested+ to+ rename+ the+ 1064"
pncr003:3L.gene+and+its+arthropod+homologs+to+sarcolamban.(scl).+Visualizing+intracelluA 1065"
lar+Ca2++ levels+ in+scl.mutants+and+wildAtype+controls+ identified+a+primary+role+for+scl.enA 1066"
coded+peptides+during+ the+Ca2++ trafficking+at+ the+ sarcoAendoplasmatic+ reticulum+ (SER)+ 1067"
which+is+required+for+heart+muscle+contraction+(Magny+et+al.,+2013).++ 1068"
















ing+clonal+ sectors+of+brk1.mutant+cells+ in+otherwise+wildAtype+ leaves,+ showed+ that+brk1. 1083"
mutant+cells+in+direct+contact+with+wildAtype+cells+appeared+to+be+wildAtype+with+normal+ 1084"
stomata,+indicating+nonAcellAautonomous+functioning+(Frank+et+al.,+2003).+Tal+is+another+ 1085"










to+ leave+ the+ cell+ via+ cellAderived+ (micro)+ vesicles+ such+ as+ exosomes+ (Chua+ et+ al.,+ 2012;+ 1096"





tion+ of+more+ than+ 550+million+ years+ (see+ Figure+ 3.2).+ Analysis+ of+ the+ related+ peptides+ 1102"








A+ systematic+ search+ for+ new+ genes+ in+ Saccharomyces. cerevisiae. (Kastenmayer+ et+ al.,+ 1109"
2006)+ (see+ also+ next+ paragraph). led+ to+ the+ identification+ of,+ among+ others,+ smORF2.. 1110"
Functional+ homologs+ for+ this+ gene+ with+ a+ temperatureAsensitive+ phenotype+ could+ be+ 1111"
identified+ in+ many+ organisms+ from+ yeast+ to+ human+ (Kessler+ et+ al.,+ 2003).+ To+ our+ 1112"
knowledge,+Brk1+ is+ however+ by+ far+ the+most+ conserved+ sORF+ encoding+ gene.+Next+ to+ 1113"
being+ highly+ conserved+ throughout+ the+ plant+ kingdom,+ homologs+ for+ the+ maize+ brk1. 1114"











screenings,+ focusing+ on+ phylogenetic+ conservation+ as+ a+ proxy+ to+ functionality,+ in+ this+ 1124"
way+ choosing+ interesting+ targets+ for+ further+ (elaborate)+ downstream+ in. vivo+ research.+ 1125"
This+might+introduce+a+bias+towards+discovery+of+highly+conserved+sORFs.+On+the+other+ 1126"
hand,+ a+ highly+ conserved+ state+ can+ also+ point+ to+ the+ role+most+ of+ these+ genes+ play+ in+ 1127"
(embryonic)+development,+morphogenesis+and+other+very+basic+and+important+biological+ 1128"
processes.+As+such,+ the+high+sequence+and+ functional+conservation+of+ this+new+type+of+ 1129"






sORF+ encoding+ genes+ have,+ in+ our+ opinion,+ long+ been+ overlooked.+ However,+ the+ past+ 1136"
decade+ has+ seen+ some+ important+ advances+ in+ the+ (genomeAwide)+ identification+ of+ 1137"
pcsORFs.+To+ identify+ those+new+and+ interesting+candidates+ in+ the+vast+amount+of+ ranA 1138"
dom+sORFs+ scattered+al+over+ the+genome,+ in. silico.strategies+ (often+making+use+of+exA 1139"
pression+data)+have+been+devised.++ 1140"
Saccharomyces. cerevisiae+ was+ the+ first+ eukaryotic+ species+ to+ be+ the+ subject+ of+ such+ a+ 1141"
systematic+and+elaborate+scan.+Many+yeast+sORFs+were+identified+based+on+comprehenA 1142"
sive+ sequence+ database+ searching.+ Homology,+ comparative+ genomics+ and+ expression+ 1143"
features+from+serial+analysis+of+gene+expression+(SAGE),+Northern+blotting,+RTAPCR+and+ 1144"
ORF+ tagging+ experiments+were+ taken+ into+ account+ (Basrai+ et+ al.,+ 1997;+ Blandin+ et+ al.,+ 1145"





species.+ This+ represents+ a+ significant+ percentage+ (~5%)+ of+ the+ amount+ of+ annotated+ 1151"





Arabidopsis.was+ the+ first+ plant+ species+ undergoing+ a+ thorough+ in. silico. analysis+ in+ the+ 1155"
search+of+new+sORF+encoding+genes.+Because+common+geneAfinding+algorithms+have+a+ 1156"







pcsORFs+ were+ only+ assigned+ as+ being+ coding+ when+ they+ demonstrated+ qualifying+ CI+ 1164"
values,+ above+ background+ tiling+ array+ hybridization+ intensities,+ evidence+ of+ purifying+ 1165"









significantly+ conserved+ pcsORFs+ induced+ various+ morphological+ changes+ and+ visible+ 1175"
phenotypic+effects+(Hanada+et+al.,+2013).++ 1176"
Arabidopsis+ is+not+the+only+plant+species+subject+to+an+ integrative+procedure+to+ identify+ 1177"
pcsORFs+at+the+genome+level.+After+obtaining+~2.6+million+expressed+sequence+tag+(EST)+ 1178"
reads+ from+a+Populus.deltoides+ leaf+ transcriptome,+ fullAlength+ transcripts+ from+the+EST+ 1179"
sequences+ could+ be+ reconstructed.+ Using+ a+ computational+ approach+ based+ on+ coding+ 1180"
potential,+ evolutionary+ conservation+ and+ gene+ family+ clustering,+ and+ by+ showing+ eviA 1181"
dence+ of+ protein+ domains,+ ncRNA+ motifs,+ sequence+ length+ distribution+ or+ massA 1182"
spectrometry+data,+at+ least+56+pcsORF+encoding+genes+(<+200+AAs)+new+to+the+Populus+ 1183"
genome+annotation+could+be+identified+(Yang+et+al.,+2011).++ 1184"
Recently,+ work+ was+ published+ exploiting+ publicly+ available+ genome+ sequences+ of+ 1185"
Phaseolus.vulgaris,.Medicago. tuncatula,.Gycine.max.and+Lotus. japonicus. in+a+ search+ for+ 1186"
pcsORFs+ (30A150+ AAs)+ (Guillen+ et+ al.,+ 2013).+ A+ bioinformatics+ analysis+ was+ performed+ 1187"
based+on+evidence+of+expression+(transcription+level),+presence+of+known+protein+regions+ 1188"




the+P.vulgaris,. G.max,.M.. truncatula. and+L.. japonicus.genomes..Based+ on+ specific+ EST+ 1191"
expression+ analysis+ in+P.. vulgaris,+ 2+ 336+of+ the+ identified+pcsORFs+ showed+evidence+of+ 1192"
gene+expression.++ 1193"
3.4.3! Animal!kingdom! 1194"
In+ the+ animal+ kingdom,+ the+ first+ in. silico. and+ systematic. search+ for+ new+ pcsORFs+was+ 1195"
carried+ out+ for+ the+model+ organism+Drosophila.melanogaster. (Ladoukakis+ et+ al.,+ 2011).. 1196"
Starting+ from+ putatively+ nonAcoding+ euchromatic+ DNA,+ an+ initial+ set+ of+ 593+ 586+ open+ 1197"
reading+ frames+ between+ 30+ and+ 300+ basepairs+ (bps)+ long+ could+ be+ identified.+ Using+ 1198"
tBlastn,+all+pcsORFs+showing+significant+similarity+with+annotated+coding+sequences+or+ 1199"
transposons+were+ removed,+ at+ the+ same+ time+only+ retaining+ pcsORFs+ showing+ signifiA 1200"
cant+ amino+ acid+ sequence+ similarity+ with+ Drosophila. pseudoobscura.+ After+ realigning+ 1201"
extended+versions+of+the+conserved+pcsORFs+with+ClustalW,+an+upper+estimate+of+4+561+ 1202"
pcsORFs+ were+ identified+ in+ Drosophila.. 72%+ of+ the+ in+ D.. pseudoobscura. conserved+ 1203"
pcsORFs+appeared+to+be+true+homologs+as+they+were+conserved+in+syntenic+regions+with+ 1204"
regard+ to+ the+ original+ D.. melanogaster. pcsORF.+ Only+ taking+ into+ account+ syntenic+ 1205"
pcsORFs+with+favorable+Ka/Ks+values+(having+a+ratio+below+0.1),+and+with+transcriptional+ 1206"
evidence+ (based+ on+ combining+ both+ publicly+ available+ RNAAseq+ and+ tiling+ array+ data),+ 1207"
the+authors+postulate+that+at+least+401+functional+sORFs+exist+in+the+Drosophila.melano& 1208"
gaster+genome.(Ladoukakis+et+al.,+2011).. 1209"
We. combined+ an+ in. silico.approach+ and+ experimental+ evidence+ by+means+ of+ ribosome+ 1210"
profiling+data+(See+Chapter+4)+for+a+genomeAwide+search+to+detect+novel+pcsORFs+in+the+ 1211"
Mus.musculus+genome+ (Crappe+et+al.,+2013).+First,+ the+genome+was+scanned+ for+ sORFs+ 1212"
with+ high+ coding+ potential+ using+ the+ sORFfinder+ package.+ Secondly,+ a+ comprehensive+ 1213"
feature+ matrix+ with+ peptide+ conservation+ measures,+ based+ on+ UCSC+multiple+ species+ 1214"
alignments,+was+ constructed.+ In+ a+ third+ step,+ the+ coding+ capabilities+ of+ these+pcsORFs+ 1215"
were+assessed+by+means+of+a+machineAlearning+algorithm.+Afterwards,+the+sORFs+with+a+ 1216"
high+ coding+ score+ were+ verified+ for+ the+ presence+ of+ experimental+ ribosome+ profiling+ 1217"










ties+of+antibiotics+as+harringtonine+or+ lactimidomycin,+ stalling+ ribosomes+at+ translation+ 1226"
initiation+sites+(TIS),+the+study+of+(alternative)+(a)TIS+with+subcodon+to+singleAnucleotide+ 1227"


















Our+ own+ research+ on+ mESC+ ribosome+ profiling+ data+ strengthens+ the+ idea+ that+ some+ 1246"
lncRNAs+ actually+ contain+ putatively+ coding+ sORFs.+ While+ investigating+ sORFs+ within+ 1247"
annotated+ lncRNA+ regions,+we+were+ also+ able+ to+ detect+ very+wellAconserved+ and+ riboA 1248"
some+targeted+pcsORFs+(Crappe+et+al.,+2013)+(See+Chapter+4).++ 1249"
The+question+if+and+more+specifically+to+what+extent+lncRNAs+act+through+their+translaA 1250"
tional+ sORF+products+ remains+open+ for+debate+and+ is+ one+ that+will+ not+ find+an+answer+ 1251"
based+on+ribosome+profiling+data+alone.+For+example,+the+mouse+H19+lncRNA+transcript+ 1252"
functions+ as+ a+ true+ ncRNA+ (Brannan+ et+ al.,+ 1990;+ Cai+ and+ Cullen,+ 2007),+ even+ though+ 1253"
demonstrating+ribosome+occupancy+(Ingolia+et+al.,+2011;+Li+et+al.,+1998).+This+proves+that+ 1254"
ribosome+profiling+on+ its+own+does+not+suffice+to+evidence+protein+synthesis+nor+that+ it+ 1255"
can+be+proposed+as+a+foolAproof+method+to+distinguish+between+coding+and+nonAcoding+ 1256"
transcripts+(Guttman+and+Rinn,+2012;+Volders+et+al.,+2013).+In+addition,+one+has+to+keep+in+ 1257"
mind+ that+ spurious+ association+ of+ ribosomes+ could+ lead+ to+ translational+ noise+ (Struhl,+ 1258"
2007).+The+ fact+ that+most+of+ the+predicted+ lncRNA+ transcripts+ that+ encode+ sORFs+ lack+ 1259"
any+significant+conservation+and+ that+ lncRNAs+are+ rarely+ translated+ in+human+cell+ lines+ 1260"
Micropeptides" 39"
"
seems+ consistent+ with+ these+ observations+ (Banfai+ et+ al.,+ 2012;+ Derrien+ et+ al.,+ 2012;+ 1261"
Guttman+et+al.,+2009;+2010).++ 1262"
In+ a+ follow+ up+ study+ Guttman+ et. al.. developed+ a+ metric,+ the+ ribosome+ release+ score+ 1263"
(RRS),+enabling+reliable+ identification+of+ functional+proteinAcoding+transcripts+based+on+ 1264"
the+release+of+the+ribosome+complex+and+thus+translation+termination+at+the+end+of+the+ 1265"
ORF+(Guttman+et+al.,+2013;+Jackson+et+al.,+2010).+With+this+metric+it+is+possible+to+discrimA 1266"
inate+ between+ proteinAcoding+ transcripts+ and+ other+ classes+ of+ nonAcoding+ transcripts,+ 1267"
including+lncRNAs.+Because+the+class+of+lncRNAs+closely+resembled+the+ribosome+occuA 1268"
pancy+ of+ other+ classes+ of+ nonAcoding+ transcripts+ with+ respect+ to+ this+ metric,+ it+ was+ 1269"
deemed+unlikely+that+ lncRNAs,+as+a+class,+produce+functional+products+(Guttman+et+al.,+ 1270"
2013).++ 1271"
Ingolia+ et. al.. recently+ reAaddressed+ this+ question+ by+ presenting+ an+ approach+ to+ distinA 1272"
guish+ true+ 80S+ protected+ footprints+ from+ other+ contaminating+ sequences+ in+ RIBOAseq+ 1273"
data+ on+ a+ case+ per+ case+ basis+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2014).+ Protected+ RNA+ fragments+ can+ be+ 1274"
classified+ based+ on+ their+ size+ distribution,+ enabling+ the+ discrimination+ between+ true+ 1275"
footprints+ (which+ predominate+ on+ coding+ sequences)+ and+ sources+ of+ contamination+ 1276"
(containing+ nonAcoding+ RNA).+ Analysis+ based+ on+ this+ metric+ revealed+ that+ RIBOAseq+ 1277"
derived+reads+from+lncRNAs+overwhelmingly+reflect+true+ribosome+footprints,+while+true+ 1278"
ncRNAs+are+classified+as+being+nonAcoding+(Ingolia+et+al.,+2014).++ 1279"
Adaptations+ to+ the+RIBOAseq+protocol+ can+also+be+used+ to+distinguish+between+coding+ 1280"
and+nonAcoding+transcripts.+Polysomal+fractionation+can+for+example+be+used+in+order+to+ 1281"
isolate+only+mRNAs+bound+by+multiple+ribosomes.+In+this+way+actively+translated+mRNAs+ 1282"




wide+ RNAseq+ expression,+ only+ taking+ into+ account+ reads+ not+ mapping+ to+ annotated+ 1287"




based+ on+ ribosome+ occupancy.+ 53+ of+ these+ ribosomeAprotected+ fragments+ clearly+ deA 1292"
marcated+sORFs+between+10+and+100+AAs.+To+evaluate+biological+significance,+conservaA 1293"







Leveraging+ the+ periodicity+ of+ ribosomes+ on+mRNA,+ several+ hundred+ translated+ sORFs+ 1299"
could+be+identified+using+ribosome+profiling+in+zebrafish+(Bazzini+et+al.,+2014).+Bazzini+et. 1300"
al.+ developed+ a+method+ (ORFscore)+ that+ quantifies+ the+ bias+ of+ RPFs+ towards+ the+ first+ 1301"
CDS+frame.+Combining+frame+bias+and+ribosome+coverage,+303+experimentally+supportA 1302"
ed+coding+genes+could+be+identified+of+which+214+encoded+a+sORF+between+20+and+100+ 1303"
AAs+(corresponding+to+190+nonAredundant+sORF+ loci).+MS+was+used+as+an+ independent+ 1304"
analysis+method,+ confirming+ the+expression+of+ a+polypeptide+ for+6+of+ these+ loci.+Using+ 1305"
ORFscore,+311+(in+5'UTR)+and+93+(in+3'UTR)+translated+sORFs+could+be+identified,+of+which+ 1306"





As+ already+ mentioned+ in+ paragraphs+ 2.4.3+ and+ 3.5.1,+ the+ original+ RIBOAseq+ approach+ 1312"
cannot+ be+ used+ as+ a+ foolproof+method+ to+ distinguish+ between+ coding+ and+ nonAcoding+ 1313"
transcripts+ (Guttman+et+al.,+2013;+ Ingolia+et+al.,+2014).+Aspden+et.al..tried+to+ tackle+ this+ 1314"
problem+ by+ enhancing+ the+ biochemical+ foundations+ of+ RIBOAseq.+ Their+ approach,+ 1315"
termed+ PolyARIBOAseq,+ only+ performs+ ribosome+ footprinting+ on+ polysomal+ fractions,+ 1316"
specifically+ identifying+ actively+ translated+ transcripts+ bound+ by+ multiple+ ribosomes+ 1317"
(Aspden+et+al.,+2014).+Applying+PolyARIBOAseq+to+Drosphila.S2+cells+enabled+the+discovA 1318"
ery+of+many+sORFs+of+two+putative+types.+The+longer+(~80+AA)+sORFs+resemble+canonical+ 1319"
proteins,+ are+ conserved+across+ species,+ show+specific+ subcellular+ localizations,+ and+disA 1320"
play+ a+ codon+ composition+ with+ potential+ to+ form+ trans+ membrane+ alphaAhelices.+ The+ 1321"






tides,+although+this+still+ is+ the+gold+standard+when+ looking+for+protein+or+peptide+prodA 1328"
ucts.+ Using+ a+ newly+ developed+ strategy,+ combining+ peptidomics+ and+massive+ parallel+ 1329"
RNAAseq,+Slavoff+et.al.+ claim+the+discovery+of+many+previously+uncharacterized+human+ 1330"
sORFAencoded+ polypeptides+ (SEPs)+ in+ K562+ (human+ leukemia)+ cells+ (Ma+ et+ al.,+ 2014;+ 1331"
Slavoff+ et+ al.,+ 2013).+ First,+ custom+ databases+ were+ constructed+ containing+ all+ possible+ 1332"
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the+ genome+ in+ unprecedented+ scrutiny,+ for+ example+ in+ a+ search+ of+ this+ type+ of+ small+ 1381"
ORFs.+ 1382"
4.1.2! Results! 1383"
Using+ bioinformatics+methods,+we+ performed+ a+ systematic+ search+ for+ putatively+ funcA 1384"
tional+ sORFs+ in+ the+Mus. musculus+ genome.+ A+ genomeAwide+ scan+ detected+ all+ sORFs+ 1385"
which+ were+ subsequently+ analyzed+ for+ their+ coding+ potential,+ based+ on+ evolutionary+ 1386"
conservation+at+the+AA+level,+and+ranked+using+a+Support+Vector+Machine+(SVM)+learning+ 1387"
model.+The+ranked+sORFs+are+finally+overlapped+with+ribosome+profiling+data,+hinting+to+ 1388"




Our+combined+genomeAwide+approach+ leads+ to+ the+prediction+of+a+ comprehensive+but+ 1393"









paracrine,+or+endocrineA+ signaling+ role+ for+example+by+activating+GAprotein+coupled+ reA 1401"
ceptors+of+neighboring+or+more+distant+cells.++ 1402"
More+recently+new+concepts+and+different+classes+of+bioactive+peptides+are+described.+A+ 1403"





are+ in+ principle+ set+ free+ in+ the+ cytoplasm+ immediately+ after+ translation.+ From+ hereon,+ 1409"
these+are+denoted+as+micropeptides.+ 1410"
Although+ some+ members+ of+ this+ new+ category+ could+ already+ be+ linked+ to+ important+ 1411"
embryonic+and+morphogenetic+ functions+ in+plants+as+well+ as+ in+ animals+ (Hashimoto+et+ 1412"
al.,+2008),+micropeptide+research+is+not+yet+widespread.+Hundreds+of+novel+sORFs,+supA 1413"
ported+by+ transcriptional+evidence,+ could+be+ identified+ in+ the+Saccharomyces. cerevisiae+ 1414"





and+ affecting+ root+ growth+ and+ leaf+ vascularization+ (Casson+ et+ al.,+ 2002).+ Next+ to+ this+ 1420"
already+characterized+PLS+peptide,+hundreds+of+other+novel+possible+coding+sORFs+were+ 1421"
identified+in+intergenic+regions+of+the+Arabidopsis.thaliana+genome+(Hanada+et+al.,+2007).+ 1422"
Other+ plant+ micropeptides+ have+ been+ examined:+ the+ recessive+ mutation+ of+ Brick1+ in+ 1423"
maize+ leads+ to+ several+ morphological+ defects+ of+ leaf+ epithelia,+ and+ Enod40+ is+ a+ 1424"
polycistronic+micropeptide+translated+in+soybean+playing+a+distinct+role+in+the+control+of+ 1425"




rice. (pri)+ or+ tarsal&less. (tal),+ while+ the+ Tribolium+ orthologue+ is+ called+mille&pattes. (mlpt)+ 1430"
(Galindo+et+al.,+2007;+Kondo+et+al.,+2007;+Savard+et+al.,+2006).+These+tal.(or.pri)+peptides+ 1431"
(11+ AAs+ long)+ control+ epidermal+ differentiation+ by+ modifying+ the+ transcription+ factor+ 1432"
Shavenbaby.(Svb)+(Kondo+et+al.,+2010).+Increasing+evidence+suggests+that+these+soAcalled+ 1433"
micropeptides+are+also+present+in+higher+animals,+including+mammals.++ 1434"
Analyzing+ the+mouse+ genome+using+CRITICA+ (Badger+ and+Olsen,+ 1999)+ confirmed+ the+ 1435"
existence+ of+ many+ short+ ORFs,+ roughly+ accounting+ for+ 10%+ of+ the+ mouse+ proteome+ 1436"
(Frith+ et+ al.,+ 2006b).+Also,+ a+ recent+paper+by+ Ingolia. et. al.+ defines+ a+ new+ class+ of+ short+ 1437"
A"GenomePWide"Search"for"Novel"Putatively"Coding"sORFs" 47"
"
polycistronic+ ribosomeAassociated+ coding+ RNAs+ (sprcRNAs)+ encoding+ small+ proteins+ 1438"
(Ingolia+et+al.,+2011).+In+human+cells,+Slavoff+et.al.+ identified+90+sORFAencoded+polypepA 1439"
tides+(SEP)+of+which+86+were+previously+uncharacterized+(Slavoff+et+al.,+2013).+ 1440"
The+ past+ decade+ has+ seen+ considerable+ advances+ in+ both+ sequencing+ technology+ and+ 1441"
computing+infrastructure,+resulting+in+everAmore+annotated+genomes+already+from+over+ 1442"
a+hundred+eukaryotic+species+(Ansorge,+2009).+Such+efforts+are+valuable+to+the+discovery+ 1443"
of+ sORFs+ putatively+ encoding+micropeptides+ for+ example+ by+ providing+ us+with+ a+ highA 1444"




Furthermore,+ new+ sequencing+ methodologies+ emerge.+ Ribosome+ profiling,+ a+ recently+ 1449"
described+ technique,+ based+ on+ deep+ sequencing+ of+ ribosomeAprotected+ mRNA+ fragA 1450"








2012).+However+the+debate+on+the+extent+of+ their+peptide+coding+capacities+ is+ongoing+ 1459"
(Banfai+et+al.,+2012;+Dinger+et+al.,+2011).+ 1460"
Although+ huge+ numbers+ of+ novel+ transcripts+ are+ documented+ in+ every+ transcriptomeA 1461"
sequencing+project,+geneAprediction+is+still+a+challenge,+especially+when+looking+for+funcA 1462"
tional+ sORFs.+Until+ recently,+most+geneAprediction+ tools+ arbitrarily+ applied+a+minimum+ 1463"
sequence+ length+ cutoff+ (e.g.+ 100+AAs),+ reducing+ the+ likelihood+of+ false+positive+predicA 1464"






coding+and+nonAcoding+sequences+ to+evaluate+ the+coding+potential+of+ those+ functional+ 1471"






encode+ small+peptides+has+not+yet+been+performed+ for+a+mammalian.+A+ first+genomeA 1476"







matic+ regions+ of+ Drosophila. melanogaster,+ postulating+ the+ existence+ of+ at+ least+ 401+ 1484"






Genera l & l ayout &o f & the & ident i f i ca t ion &p ipe l ine & 1491"
The+ presented+ pipeline+ consists+ of+ different+ steps+ (see+ Figure+4.1).+ First,+ the+ genomic+ 1492"
sequence+ was+ scanned+ for+ sORFs+ (with+ high+ coding+ potential)+ using+ the+ sORFfinder+ 1493"





analysis.+ In+ a+ third+ step,+ a+machine+ learning+ technique+ (more+ specifically+ a+ SVM)+ was+ 1499"
applied+ assessing+ the+ coding+ capabilities+ of+ the+ sORFs+ (Joachims,+ 1999).+ As+ such,+ we+ 1500"
were+able+to+classify+and+subsequently+rank+the+sORFs+based+on+a+set+of+relevant+peptide+ 1501"
sequence+conservation+measures.++ 1502"
Afterwards,+ these+ sORF+ locations+were+ verified+ for+ the+ presence+of+ ribosome+profiling+ 1503"
signals,+ obtained+ from+ experiments+ performed+ on+mESCs.+ As+ micropeptides+ seem+ to+ 1504"
play+ their+ role+ during+ embryogenesis+ and+ morphogenesis,+ these+ specific+ mESC+ data+ 1505"
resources+are+assumed+to+be+extremely+valuable.++ 1506"
The+overlap+of+both+the+in.silico+prediction+analysis+(resulting+in+sORFs+with+high+coding+ 1507"
potential)+ and+ the+ ribosome+ profiling+ data+ (suggesting+ translation)+ could+ potentially+ 1508"
yield+ functional+ micropeptides.+ An+ inAhouse+ developed+ genome+ browser+ (H2G2)+ was+ 1509"
A"GenomePWide"Search"for"Novel"Putatively"Coding"sORFs" 49"
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of.different.steps.as.outlined. in. the.workflow..Central. in. the.analysis. is. the.MySQL.sORF. 1515"
database.where.all.obtained.and.calculated.data. is.stored..This.overall.sORF.data.matrix. 1516"




Inspection.of. the. sORF. locations. for. presence.of. ribosome.profiling. signals. obtained. from. 1521"
mESC.experiments..(5).Genome&wide.visualization.of.all.(experimental).data.and.all.sORF. 1522"
information.on.our.in&house.developed.H2G2.Genome.Browser.. 1523"
Step &1 : &GenomeLwide & ident i f i ca t ion &o f & sORFs & 1524"














Step &2 : &Pept ide & conservat ion &based &on &UCSC &mul t ip le & 1537"
spec ies &a l ignment & 1538"
The+multiple+species+alignment+used+ in+this+analysis+was+obtained+from+UCSC+(Dreszer+ 1539"
et+al.,+2012).+The+Mus.musculus+mm9+multiple+species+alignment+contains+29+species+of+ 1540"
which+ 8+ (relevant+ for+ this+ study)+ were+ chosen:+ Rattus. norvegicus,. Cavia. porcellus,. 1541"
Oryctolagus. cuniculus,. Homo. sapiens,. Sorex. araneus,. Bos. taurus,. Echinops. telfairi,. and. 1542"
Monodelphis.domestica.+Custom+scripts+ (Perl+ v.5.8.8)+were+applied+ to+extract+ the+alignA 1543"
ment+block+ for+each+ sORF+ in+order+ to+distill+ relevant+peptide+conservation+characterisA 1544"
tics.++ 1545"
These+ characteristics+ include+ the+ number+ of+ aligned+ sequences,+ the+ number+ of+ alignA 1546"
ments+having+a+conserved+ORF+ length,+the+number+of+alignments+with+conserved+start+ 1547"
and+ stop+ codon,+ and+ the+ total+ amount+ of+ synonymous+ versus+ nonAsynonymous+mutaA 1548"
tions+ between+ the+ different+ species+ as+ compared+ to+Mus.musculus.+ Using+ the+ BioPerl+ 1549"
package+ Bio::Align::DNAStatistics+ (available+ from+ CPAN+ 1550"
http://search.cpan.org/~cjfields/BioPerlA1.6.901/Bio/Align/DNAStatistics.pm),+ pairAwise+ 1551"
Ka/Ks+ values+ were+ calculated+ using+ the+ function+ “calc_kaks_pair”+ based+ upon+ the+ NeiA 1552"
Gojobori+statistics+(Nei+and+Gojobori,+1986).+ 1553"
Step &3 : &SVM& t ra in ings &data , & c l ass i f i ca t ion &and & rank ing & 1554"
SVMlight+ is+an+ implementation+of+SVMs+ in+C.+SVMlight+ (Joachims,+1999)+was+used+within+ 1555"
the+RAproject+(R+v+2.12.2,+(Team,+2009))+package+klaR+(v+0.6A6,+(Weihs,+2005))+available+ 1556"
via+ CRAN+ (http://cran.rAproject.org/web/packages/mixOmics/index.html)/.+ LibSVM+ 1557"
(Chang+et+al.,+2011)+is+made+available+both+as+a+C+++and+Java+software+package+for+supA 1558"
port+vector+classification+that+can+be+used+through+the+R+package+kernlab+(v+0.9A14)+(AleA 1559"
xandros+ Karatzoglou,+ 2004)+ and+ is+ also+ available+ via+ CRAN+ (http://cran.rA 1560"
project.org/web/packages/kernlab/index.html).+ An+ RAscript+ was+ compiled+ to+ train+ the+ 1561"





in+ annotated+ intronic+ regions+ of+ known+ proteinAcoding+ genes.+ A+ set+ of+ randomly+ conA 1565"
structed+ DNAAsequences+ was+ used+ as+ positive+ coding+ training+ data,+ having+ the+ same+ 1566"
length+distribution+as+the+predicted+sORFs.+The+sequences+are+located+within+annotated+ 1567"





coding+ and+ nonAcoding+ sequences,+ randomly+ selected+ from+ all+ available+ training+ data.+ 1573"
SVMs+were+trained+on+4/5th+of+the+data,+and+tested+on+the+remaining+sequences.+Further+ 1574"
crossAvalidation+did+not+improve+nor+change+overall+classification+and+ranking.+ 1575"
Step &4 : &mESC & r ibosome &p ro f i l i ng &data & 1576"
Raw+ sequencing+ data+ of+ the+mESC+ ribosome+ profiling+ data+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2011)+ were+ 1577"
downloaded+from+the+Gene+Expression+Omnibus+(dataset+GSE30839).+All+reads+from+the+ 1578"
normal+ (cycloheximide+ (CHX)Atreated,+ sample+GSM765292)+and+harringtonine+ (HARR)A 1579"
treated+ (sample+ GSM765295)+ were+ remapped+ using+ bowtie+ (v.+ 0.12.7)+ on+ the+ mouse+ 1580"
genome+(assembly+version+37).++ 1581"
After+removal+of+rRNA+mapped+reads,+the+remaining+reads+were+used+to+analyze+ interA 1582"
genic+ and+ ncRNA+ sORFs.+ For+ evaluation+ of+ the+ intergenic+ sORFs,+ reads+ were+ first+ 1583"
mapped+ on+ the+ mouse+ cDNA+ database+ (Ensembl+ version+ 66).+ Unmapped+ reads+ were+ 1584"
subsequently+mapped+on+ a+ custom+database+ constructed+ from+all+ intergenic+ sORF+ seA 1585"
quences.+ At+ both+ the+ 5'+ and+ 3'+ ends+ these+ intergenic+ sORF+ sequences+ were+ extended+ 1586"
with+20+bases,+thus+also+allowing+ribosome+profile+mapping+at+both+termini+(an+offset+is+ 1587"
generally+applied+ for+ ribosome+profile+mapping+ (Ingolia+et+al.,+2011)).+For+ncRNA+sORF+ 1588"
evaluation,+ reads+were+uniquely+mapped+to+ the+mouse+genome+after+ removal+of+ rRNA+ 1589"
mapped+reads.++ 1590"
All+ sORFs+ from+ both+ aforementioned+ sets+ were+ first+ investigated+ for+ the+ presence+ of+ 1591"








Step &5 : &GenomeLwide &v i sua l i za t ion & 1600"
GenomeAwide+ visualization+ of+ publicly+ available+ and+ experimental+ data+ was+ accomA 1601"
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"
plished+ by+ using+ an+ inAhouse+ developed+ genome+ browser+ 1602"
(H2G2,http://h2g2.ugent.be/biobix.html).+ Several+ information+ tracks+ are+ available,+ inA 1603"
cluding+genomic+information+from+a+local+Ensembl+instance+(NCBIM37.66),+sORF+predicA 1604"








358+ singleAexon+ sORFs+ with+ high+ coding+ potential,+ out+ of+ a+ total+ pool+ of+ 40+ 704+ 347+ 1613"
sORFs+ (see+Table+4.1).+The+strandAspecific+genomic+ location,+sequence,+and+coding+poA 1614"
tential+score+(calculated+by+sORFfinder)+were,+like+all+subsequently+obtained+data,+stored+ 1615"
in+a+MySQL+relational+database.+ 1616"
The+ number+ of+ sORFs+with+ a+ specific+ length+ tends+ to+ increase+with+ decreasing+ length+ 1617"
(Figure+4.2A).+This+comes+as+no+surprise+since+short+nucleotide+sequences+with+ORFAlike+ 1618"










All+ resulting+ sORFs+ from+sORFfinder+were+overlapped+with+ the+genomeAwide+Ensembl+ 1629"
annotation+(NCBIM37,+annotation+version+66).+As+can+be+seen+in+Figure+4.2B+and+associA 1630"

























































or+ nonAsynonymous+ nature,+ permitting+ the+ calculation+ of+ synonymous+ and+ nonA 1680"
synonymous+substitution+ rates+ (Ks+and+Ka,+ respectively).+ In+a+ last+step,+Ka/Ks+values+ for+ 1681"
each+ pairAwise+ alignment+ were+ calculated.+ All+ obtained+ characteristics+ and+ positional+ 1682"
info+regarding+all+ the+sORFs+are+stored+ in+a+data+matrix+and+are+available+via+Appendix+ 1683"
file+4.1++ 1684"
4.4.3! Classification!and!ranking! 1685"








Even+ with+ very+ stringent+ parameters+ this+ genomeAwide+ in. silico+ prediction+ approach+ 1694"
gives+rise+to+hundreds,+even+thousands+of+possibly+interesting+sequences+(Table+4.2).+We+ 1695"
reasoned+that+a+combined+approach+incorporating+also+biologically+relevant+data+next+to+ 1696"








points+ to+ their+ expression+ in+ these+ regions+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2011),+ further+ decreases+ the+ 1705"
sample+size+to+35+sORFs.+An+overlap+of+the+aforementioned+intergenic+and+ncRNA+sORFs+ 1706"
with+the+SVM+training+data+can+be+seen+in+Figures+4.4A+and+4.4B+respectively.++ 1707"
In+ combination+with+ the+ conservation+ characteristics+ from+ the+ in. silico+ prediction,+ this+ 1708"
gives+rise+to+a+set+of+sORFs+that+(A)+show+a+high+coding+probability+score+based+on+the+ 1709"
aforementioned+ SVM+ approach+ and+ (B)+ overlap+ with+ biologically+ relevant+ ribosomal+ 1710"
profiles+ (see+ Table+4.2).+ Further+ research+ on+ a+ caseAbyAcase+ basis+ will+ be+ necessary+ to+ 1711"















sified. test. subjects.. (B).Overlap. between. ncRNA. sORFs.with. ribosomal. profiling. evidence. 1723"
and.classified.test.subjects..True.coding.sORFs.are.depicted.in.green.and.true.non&coding.in. 1724"
red. (see. Figure. 4.3),. black. dots. represent. the. intergenic/ncRNA. sORFs.. Classification. and. 1725"





All+ sORFs+ are+mapped+ on+ the+ reference+ genome+ and+made+ accessible+ through+ an+ inA 1729"
house+ developed+H2G2+ genome+browser,+ (see+Appendix+ file+ 4.1+ for+ login+ credentials).+ 1730"
Next+ to+ the+ sORF+ information,+ static+ visualization+ tracks+are+added+depicting+genomic+ 1731"




UCSC+ multiAspecies+ alignment+ such+ visual+ representation+ of+ all+ available+ information+ 1736"




Figure'4.5.The.combined.approach. identifies.many.putatively. functional.sORFs. in.ncRNA. 1741"
regions.. (A).Visual. representation.of. the. lncRNA.overlapping.sORF. located.on. the. reverse. 1742"
strand.of.chromosome.2.(127.618.033.–.127.618.203).based.on.data.from.the.H2G2.genome. 1743"
browser..(B).AA.multiple.alignments.for.the.lncRNA.overlapping.sORF.presented.in.Figure. 1744"
4.5A. and. based. on. the. 8. species. under. investigation. from. the. UCSC.mm9.multi&species. 1745"
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(B).Visual. representation.of. the. intergenic.sORF. located.on.the. reverse.strand.of.chromo& 1753"
some.X.(71.212.050.&.71.212.082).based.on.data.from.the.H2G2.genome.browser..The.sORF. 1754"
is.located.approximately.400.bp.upstream.of.a.known.protein&coding.gene.(Hcfc1)..(C).DNA. 1755"




It+ is+ generally+ accepted+ that+ looking+ for+ conservation+across+ species+ is+ one+of+ the+best+ 1760"
strategies+ for+ finding+ functional+ sequences.+ In+ this+ study,+ the+ phastCons+ conservation+ 1761"
score+in+combination+with+specific+peptide+conservation+characteristics+derived+from+the+ 1762"
UCSC+multiAspecies+alignment+(Siepel+et+al.,+2005)+is+used+to+predict+the+coding+probabilA 1763"
ity+of+ sORFs.+We+ reasoned+ that+ the+ in. silico+method+ in+ combination+with+experimental+ 1764"





In+ this+ report,+we+show+that+ the+combination+of+both+ the+ in. silico+prediction+and+the+ in. 1770"
vivo+ data+ leads+ to+ the+ discovery+ of+ many+ new+ putatively+ coding+ sORFs+ in+ the+mouse+ 1771"
genome+ (see+Appendix+ File+ 4.3).+ The+ identified+ sORFs+have+ a+ high+AA+ conservation+ in+ 1772"
multiple+ species,+ show+ ORF+ translation+ (based+ on+ CHXAtreated+ mESC+ line+ ribosome+ 1773"
profiling+experiments)+and+moreover+exhibit+a+ribosome+profile+peak+at+their+start+codon+ 1774"
(based+on+HARRAtreated+mESC+line+experiments).+When+analyzing+the+overlapping+data,+ 1775"
we+ specifically+ investigated+ sORFs+within+ ncRNA+ and+ intergenic+ regions.+Although+we+ 1776"
are+convinced+that+sORFs+overlapping+other+regions+constitute+interesting+study+objects,+ 1777"
we+concentrated+on+the+aforementioned+regions+in+this+study+for+the+following+reasons.+ 1778"









pressed+ sORFs+ (see+ Figure+4.5A+ and+ 4.5B).+ Further+ analysis+ of+ the+ conservation+ of+ the+ 1788"







The+fact+that+ lncRNA+expression+in+mESCs+tend+to+be+low+(Ingolia+et+al.,+2011),+ lncRNA+ 1794"
are+rarely+translated+in+different+cell+lines+(Banfai+et+al.,+2012)+and+that+known+micropepA 1795"
tides+have+ a+ very+narrow+expression+window+ in+ time+as+well+ as+ in+ space+ (Kondo+et+ al.,+ 1796"
2010),+suggests+that+many+putatively+coding+sORFs+remain+to+be+detected.+ 1797"
' 1798"
Figure' 4.7'BLAST. result. for. a. lncRNA. overlapping. sORF. against. the. human. genome.. A. 1799"
discontiguous.megablast. (blastn). against. the.human.genome. for. the. sORF.overlapping.a. 1800"





















of+multiple+ splice+ sites+within+ these+ very+ short,+ and+highly+ conserved,+ sORFs+ seems+at+ 1820"
least+ debatable.+ Misannotation+ is+ not+ unique+ to+ aforementioned+ exonic+ regions,+ as+ it+ 1821"
could+also+have+happened+at+the+level+of+the+5'+UTR,+giving+rise+to+sORFs+possible+being+ 1822"




functional+ peptides+ playing+ a+ (regulatory)+ role+ that+ still+ has+ to+ be+ explored.+ In+ plants,+ 1827"
increasing+data+indicate+that+sORFs+play+diverse+roles+in+regulating+expression+and+in+this+ 1828"
way+participate+ in+ various+ cellular+ processes+ (Wang+and+Wessler,+ 1998).+Also,+ research+ 1829"
from+ (Qu+ and+ Adelson,+ 2012)+ points+ to+ the+ existence+ of+ thousands+ of+ previously+ unA 1830"
known+bovine+ncRNAs+in+the+proximity+of+known+genes,+possibly+encoding+sORFs.+Their+ 1831"
setAup+specifically+ removed+ncRNA+sequences+with+ORFs+ longer+ than+50+AAs;+ so+ small+ 1832"
putatively+ translated+ ORFs+ could+ still+ be+ present.+ They+ also+ performed+ a+ correlation+ 1833"












sequence+ alignments.+ In+ cases+ where+ a+ sORF+ has+ no,+ or+ very+ few+ aligned+ sequences+ 1844"
(within+the+set+of+8+pairAwise+alignments+taken+into+account+in+this+study),+the+SVM+asA 1845"





few.aligned.sequences. (within.the.set.of.8.pair&wise.alignments.under. investigation),. lack. 1851"
most.peptide.conservation.characteristics.which.are.necessary.within. the. in.silico.pipeline. 1852"





of. those. sORFs. still. have. high. phastCons. scores,.mostly. based. on. alignments. not. under. 1856"
investigation..When.a.cut&off.is.placed.on.the.minimal.number.of.sequence.alignments.that. 1857"
have. to. be. present. for. coding. probability. interpretation,. these. peaks. tend. to. disappear. 1858"
completely.and.only.those.sORFs.remain.for.which.DNA.as.well.as.AA.conservation.can.be. 1859"
thoroughly.assessed.. (A).Histogram.of. the.coding.probability. for.all. sORFs.as.based.upon. 1860"
SVMlight.. (B).Histogram.of.the.coding.probability.for.all.sORFs.having.at. least.1.alignment. 1861"


















files,+but+ is+nonetheless+a+nonAcoding+sequence+(Cai+and+Cullen,+2007).+ In+addition,+one+ 1880"
has+ to+ keep+ in+mind+ that+ spurious+association+of+ ribosomes+ could+ lead+ to+ translational+ 1881"
noise+and+as+such+most+of+the+transcripts+suggested+to+encode+small+peptides+seem+to+ 1882"
lack+conservation+of+their+proposed+coding+regions+(Guttman+and+Rinn,+2012).+Recently,+ 1883"
Guttmann+et. al.+ proposed+ a+ new+metric+ to+ distinguish+between+proteinAcoding+ and+ all+ 1884"
classes+of+nonAcoding+transcripts+showing+ribosome+occupancy+(Guttman+et+al.,+2013).+ 1885"
On+ the+ other+ hand,+ the+ ribosome+ profiling+ technique+ greatly+ outperforms+mass+ specA 1886"
trometry,+ the+ commonly+ applied+ technique+ for+ protein+ product+ identification,+with+ reA 1887"
gard+to+dynamic+range+and+comprehensiveness.+Presumably,+coding+sORFs+are+translatA 1888"
ed+at+ low+ levels+ (Kondo+et+al.,+2010),+ thus+making+these+properties+very+ important.Our+ 1889"
combinatorial+pipeline,+as+outlined+in+the+workflow+(see+Figure+4.1),+overcomes+most+of+ 1890"
these+aforementioned+shortcomings.+We+do+not+merely+identify+in.silico+predicted+sORFs+ 1891"
with+high+ conservation,+ prone+ to+ false+positives,+ or+ sORFs+with+ translational+ evidence,+ 1892"
for+which+it+is+sometimes+hard+to+differentiate+between+true+coding+and+nonAcoding.+The+ 1893"

















prove+ in+ the+ future.+ Taking+ into+ account+ the+ computational+ load+ to+ identify+ all+ sORFs+ 1909"
with+an+initiator+methionine+in+the+Mus.musculus+genome,+it+would+be+almost+impossible+ 1910"
to+perform+a+genomeAwide+ in.silico+ scan+for+all+nearAcognate+sORFs.+Following+another+ 1911"








tion+ of+ a+ new+ class+ of+ bioactive+ peptides,+ called+micropeptides.+ Starting+ from+ the+ deA 1920"
scribed+ results,+ further+ in. vivo+ experiments+ (mass+ spectromic+ validation+ and+ genetic+ 1921"




































omics+ to+ complement+ the+ translation+ product+ search+ space.+However,+ several+ factors,+ 1961"
including+extensive+regulation+of+mRNA+translation+and+the+need+for+threeA+or+sixAframeA 1962"
translation,+ impede+ the+ use+ of+ mRNAAseq+ data+ for+ the+ construction+ of+ a+ protein+ seA 1963"
quence+ search+ database.+With+ that+ in+mind,+we+ developed+ the+ PROTEOFORMER+ tool+ 1964"
that+automatically+processes+data+of+the+recently+developed+ribosome+profiling+method+ 1965"
(sequencing+of+ribosomeAprotected+mRNA+fragments),+resulting+in+genomeAwide+visualA 1966"
ization+of+ ribosome+occupancy.+Our+ tool+ also+ includes+a+ translation+ initiation+ site+ (TIS)+ 1967"
calling+algorithm+allowing+the+delineation+of+the+open+reading+frames+(ORFs)+of+all+transA 1968"
lation+ products.+ A+ complete+ protein+ synthesisAbased+ sequence+ database+ can+ thus+ be+ 1969"
compiled+for+mass+spectrometry+based+identification.+This+approach+increases+the+overA 1970"
all+protein+ identification+ rates+with+3%+and+11%+(improved+and+new+ identifications)+ for+ 1971"
human+ and+mouse+ respectively+ and+ enables+ proteomeAwide+ detection+ of+ 5’Aextended+ 1972"
proteoforms,+upstream+ORF+(uORF)+translation+and+nearAcognate+translation+start+sites.+ 1973"






profiling+ of+ mammalian+ proteomes+ (Nagaraj+ et+ al.,+ 2011).+ Protein+ sequence+ database+ 1980"
search+ tools+ (Nesvizhskii+ et+al.,+ 2007)+ typically+use+publicly+available+protein+databases+ 1981"
such+as+SwissAProt+and+Ensembl+to+match+MS+spectra+to+peptides.+Because+these+referA 1982"
ence+databases+only+contain+experimentally+verified+and/or+predicted+protein+sequences,+ 1983"
it+ is+very+unlikely+ that+ they+give+a+comprehensive+assessment+of+ the+expressed+protein+ 1984"
pool+ of+ a+ given+ sample.+ Translation+ product+ prediction+ based+ on+messenger+ RNA+ seA 1985"
quencing+ (mRNAAseq)+data+gives+a+more+ representative+state+of+ the+protein+ repertoire+ 1986"




tionally+ provides+ sequence+ variation+ information,+ such+ as+ single+ nucleotide+ polymorA 1989"





expression+ levels+ since+ the+ translation+ of+ mRNA+ is+ subject+ to+ extensive+ regulation+ 1995"
(Sonenberg+and+Hinnebusch,+2007).+Furthermore,+ there+are+several+ factors,+ such+as+ inA 1996"
ternal+ribosome+entry+sites,+nonAAUG+start+codons+and+nonsense+readAthrough+(Ingolia+ 1997"
et+ al.,+ 2011)+ that+ hinder+ the+prediction+of+ the+ exact+ protein+product(s)+ translated+ from+ 1998"
the+transcript+sequence.+Also,+inclusion+of+mRNAAseq+information+requires+threeA+or+sixA 1999"
frameAtranslation+of+ the+derived+sequences,+dramatically+expanding+the+protein+search+ 2000"
space+ and+ hence+ decreasing+ the+ search+ sensitivity+ and+ specificity+ (Degroeve+ and+MarA 2001"
tens,+2013).++ 2002"
Recently+ a+ new+ strategy,+ termed+ ribosome+ profiling+ (RIBOAseq),+ was+ introduced+ that+ 2003"
overcomes+ these+ shortcomings+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2009;+ 2011).+ By+ using+ the+ property+ of+ 2004"
translating+ribosomes+to+protect+mRNA+fragments+from+nuclease+digestion+it+is+possible+ 2005"




Baranov,+2013).+Furthermore,+ (alternative)+translation+ initiation+sites+ (TIS)+can+be+accuA 2010"
rately+predicted+by+exploiting+the+abilities+of+antibiotics+such+as+harringtonine+(HARR)+or+ 2011"
lactimidomycin+ (LTM)+ that+ halt+ ribosomes+ at+ sites+ of+ translation.+ However,+ as+ some+ 2012"
noncoding+ transcripts+ show+ association+ with+ ribosomes+ (Guttman+ et+ al.,+ 2013),+ mass+ 2013"
spectrometry+assisted+validation+ is+ in+many+cases+still+ indispensable+ (SternAGinossar+et+ 2014"
al.,+2012).++ 2015"
The+presented+PROTEOFORMER+tool+processes+RIBOAseq+data+allowing+genomeAwide+ 2016"
visualization+of+protein+synthesis,+and+moreover+enables+ the+delineation+of+ in.vivo+proA 2017"
teoforms+(Smith+et+al.,+2013)+building+an+optimal+protein+sequence+search+database+for+ 2018"
peptide+ to+MS/MS+matching+ (Crappe+et+al.,+ 2013;+Koch+et+al.,+ 2014;+Menschaert+et+ al.,+ 2019"
2013;+Van+Damme+et+al.,+2014)+(Figure+1).+PROTEOFORMER+starts+with+the+mapping+of+ 2020"
ribosomeAprotected+ fragments+ (RPFs)+and+quality+control+of+ subsequent+alignments.+ It+ 2021"













The+ PROTEOFORMER+ pipeline& (See+ Figure+ 5.1)+ is+ made+ up+ of+ six+ major+ steps:+ i)+ the+ 2033"
alignment+ of+ the+ RPF+ reads+ to+ a+ reference+ genome,+ ii)+ a+ quality+ control+ of+ the+ alignA 2034"
ments,+ iii)+ assignment+ of+ transcripts+ with+ evidence+ of+ translation,+ iv)+ identification+ of+ 2035"
translation+initiation+sites,+v)+inclusion+of+SNP+information+and+vi)+finally+generation+of+a+ 2036"




description+of+ the+parameter+ settings+ is+available+via+ the+ readme+ file+and+website+ (See+ 2041"
Appendix+file+5.1+and+http://www.biobix.be/proteoformer).++ 2042"
Step &1 : &Sequence &p rocess ing &and &a l ignment & 2043"
+For+ the+mouse+ and+ human+ sequences+ we+ use+ respectively+ the+ Ensembl+ (Flicek+ et+ al.,+ 2044"
2012)+release+72+and+70+genome+annotation+(assembly+GRCm38+and+GRCh37)+from+the+ 2045"
iGenome+ repository+ (http://support.illumina.com/sequencing/sequencing_+ 2046"
software/igenome.ilmn).++ 2047"
RIBOAseq+ derived+ reads+ can+ be+ aligned+ using+ both+ a+ STAR+ (Dobin+ et+ al.,+ 2013)+ 2048"
(2.3.0e_r291)+ or+ TopHat2+ (Kim+ et+ al.,+ 2013)+ (v2.0.9)+ based+ pipeline.+ + The+ STARAbased+ 2049"
workflow+ sequentially+ aligns+ the+ reads+ to+STAR+ indices+ composed+of+ the+ following+ seA 2050"
quences:+ i)+ the+ PhiX+ bacteriophage+ genome,+ ii)+Mus. musculus+ or+Homo. sapiens+ rRNA+ 2051"
(obtained+using+BioMart,+filtered+on+Mt_rRNA+and+rRNA+gene+types)+and+iii)+Mus.muscu& 2052"




























Figure'5.1'PROTEOFORMER. integrates.RIBO&seq.and.MS.data..This. schematic.overview. 2077"
presents.the.different.steps.in.the.PROTEOFORMER.workflow.together.with.the.used.tools. 2078"
and.file. formats..The.reads.produced.by.a. ribosome.profiling.experiment.are. first.checked. 2079"
for. their.quality.and.subsequently.mapped.to.the.appropriate.genome,.using.the.STAR.or. 2080"
TopHat. transcriptome.mapper. and. different. species&specific. annotation. sources.. Next,. a. 2081"
SNP. calling. and. a. TIS. prediction. step. are. performed. in. order. to. accurately. delineate. the. 2082"
proteoforms.. These. RIBO&seq&derived. proteoforms. are. then. translated. and.mapped. to. a. 2083"
public. protein. database,. creating. a. custom. search. space. for. an.MS&based. proteomics. or. 2084"
peptidomics.experiment..This.protein.sequence.database.created.by.PROTEOFORMER.can. 2085"
then.be.used.as.a. search. space. together.with. the.SearchGUI.and.PeptideShaker. tools. to. 2086"
identify.proteoforms.based.on.MS/MS.spectra..The.complete.process.of.transforming.RIBO& 2087"




and+ no+ introns+ are+ allowed+ for+ the+ alignment+ against+ the+ PhiX+ genome.+ The+ TopHat+ 2092"
based+workflow+uses+Bowtie+ (v2.1.0)+ to+ sequentially+ align+ sequencing+ reads+ to+Bowtie+ 2093"
indices+composed+of+the+PhiX+bacteriophage+and+the+rRNA+sequences+(see+above)+using+ 2094"
the+ ‘sensitiveAlocal’+ option,+ whereas+ TopHat+ itself+ is+ used+ for+ the+ complete+ genome+ 2095"
alignment+using+default+settings+except+for+‘segmentAlength’+that+is+set+to+15.++ 2096"
Since+ TopHat+ does+ not+ have+ an+ internal+ clipping+ functionality,+ the+ clipper+ from+ the+ 2097"
FASTX+Toolkit+(0.0.13)+is+used+to+clip+the+3’+adaptor+sequence+prior+to+mapping.+For+the+ 2098"
RPF+distribution+plots+and+quality+controls,+only+uniquely+mapped+reads+are+accounted+ 2099"
for+whereas+ for+ the+ custom+DB+ creation+multiAmapping+ reads+ (up+ to+ 15+ locations)+ are+ 2100"
additionally+considered.+Only+reads+with+a+length+between+26+and+34+bases+(i.e.+relevant+ 2101"
RPFs)+ are+ retained+ for+ further+ genomic+ coordinate+ mapping.+ RPF+ alignments+ are+ asA 2102"
signed+to+the+current+ribosomal+PAsite,+based+on+the+length+of+the+fragment.+The+offset+ 2103"










As+ a+ first+ quality+ assessment,+ the+ obtained+ ribosomal+ footprints+ are+ classified+ using+ a+ 2112"
speciesAspecific+Ensembl+annotation+bundle+(converted+to+SQLite+format).+First,+a+metaA 2113"
genic+functional+annotation+of+the+uniquely+mapped+footprints+ is+determined+using+the+ 2114"



















(A)..Corresponding.pie.charts. for. the.mapped.RPFs.of.mouse. initiating. ribosomes.and.hu& 2132"
man.initiating.and.elongating.RPFs.can.be.found.in.Appendix.file.5.2.. 2133"
Gene&distribution&& 2134"
The+ quality+ is+ also+ assessed+ by+ determining+ the+ uniquely+mapped+ ribosomal+ footprint+ 2135"
counts+per+gene+(using+available+Ensembl+annotation).+In+total,+three+summarizing+plots+ 2136"
are+available:+ i)+a+gene+abundance+plot+ranging+from+the+highest+to+the+ lowest+covered+ 2137"
genes,. ii)+ a+ cumulative+ gene+ distribution+ plot+ ranging+ from+ the+ highest+ to+ the+ lowest+ 2138"
covered+genes,+and+ iii)+a+gene+density+plot+ (for+more+details,+ see+Figure+5.3).+These+ reA 2139"
sults+are+also+stored+as+tabular+files.+ 2140"
2141"
Figure' 5.3'Gene. distributions. of. the. ribosomal. footprint. count. per. gene. for. the. uniquely. 2142"
mapped. RIBO&seq. profiles. deduced. from. the. RPFs. of. mouse. elongating. ribosomes.. (A). 2143"
Ranked.gene.abundance.plot.ranging.from.the.most.to.the.least.covered.genes..(B).Cumu& 2144"





Step &3 : &T ransc r ip t & ca l l ing &based &on &e longat ing & r ibo L 2148"














we+ examine+ the+ normalized+ footprint+ coverage+ of+ each+ of+ their+ exons.+ A+ transcript+ is+ 2163"
denoted+as+ truly+ translated+ if+at+ least+85%+of+ its+exons+have+a+coverage+higher+ than+or+ 2164"
equal+ to+ a+ predetermined+ threshold.+ This+ transcriptAspecific+ threshold+ was+ set+ at+ an+ 2165"
intuitive+and+robust+value,+namely+its+mean+exonic+footprint+coverage+divided+by+5.+This+ 2166"
excludes+nonAtranslated+transcripts+isoforms+as+well+as+allows+(to+some+extent)+possible+ 2167"
variability+ in+ the+ ribosomal+ footprint+ density+ of+ real+ translated+ transcripts.+ Only+ tranA 2168"
scripts+that+hold+a+fairly+uniform+footprint+density+throughout+their+CDS+are+subsequentA 2169"
ly+classified+as+truly+translated.++ 2170"
Step &4 : &T rans la t ion & in i t i a t ion & s i te & (T IS ) & ca l l i ng & & 2171"
The+mapped+profiles+from+the+initiating+ribosomes,+obtained+after+harringtonine+(HARR)+ 2172"
or+lactimidomycin+(LTM)+treatment,+are+accumulated+at+AUG+or+nearAcognate+start+coA 2173"
dons+using+a++/A+1+nt+window,+hence+tackling+the+subAcodon+resolution+ issue+ (Ingolia+et+ 2174"
al.,+2011;+Lee+et+al.,+2012).+Profiles+ that+do+not+map+within+ this+window+ relative+ to+ the+ 2175"
first+ position+ of+ a+ start+ codon+ are+ disregarded+ during+ TIS+ calling.+ These+ accumulated+ 2176"
peak+positions+have+to+comply+with+a+number+of+criteria+in+order+to+be+withheld+as+a+true+ 2177"
translation+ start+ site+ (Lee+ et+ al.,+ 2012):+ i)+ the+ identified+ TIS+ should+ have+ the+ maximal+ 2178"
number+of+ reads+ (HARR+and/or+LTM)+within+a+window+of+ 7+nucleotides+ (i.e.+one+codon+ 2179"
upA+and+downstream),+ ii)+ the+combined+number+of+ribosome+profiles+for+the+TIS+should+ 2180"
exceed+ a+ minimal+ profile+ count+ threshold+ and+ iii)+ the+ TIS+ should+ have+ a+!!"#/!"## − 2181"!!"# +value+equal+or+higher+than+a+certain+threshold,+where++ 2182"
Deep"Proteome"Coverage"Through"Ribosome"Profiling"and"MS"Integration" 79"
"
!! = !! !! ×10!! ! = !"#!!"! "##,!"# +!! = !"#$%&!!"!!"#$%!!"!!"#$%$"&!!!!"#!!"#"!!+!! = !"!#$!!"#$%&!!"!!"#$%!!"!!"#$%&"'(!!!!"!!"#"!!+
We+ opted+ for+ a+ categorized+ approach+ based+ on+ TIS+ localization;+ 5'UTR,+ aTIS,+ coding+ 2183"
sequence+ (CDS),+ 3'UTR+ and+ no+ translation+ (TIS+within+ nonAproteinAcoding+ transcripts).+ 2184"
aTIS+that+do+not+comply+with+the+aforementioned+criteria+are+also+taken+into+account+if+ 2185"
the+Ensembl+transcript+showes+elongating+ribosome+occupancy.+Hence,+aTIS+identificaA 2186"





Step &5 : &SNP &ca l l ing & 2192"
Variants+are+extracted+from+the+mapped+RIBOAseq+reads+using+SAMtools+(Li+et+al.,+2009)+ 2193"
(v.0.1.19)+ and+ by+ comparing+ the+ read+ mismatches+ to+ the+ NCBI+ dbSNP+ (Sherry+ et+ al.,+ 2194"
2001)+data+(build+137).+The+Picard+toolkit+(v.1.102:+http://picard.sourceforge.net)+is+used+ 2195"
to+remove+duplicates.+Next,+the+variants+are+extracted+using+SAMtools+mpileup+coupled+ 2196"
to+BCFtools+ and+ the+vcfutils.pl+ tool+ (both+part+of+ the+SAMtools+ toolkit).+To+ reduce+ the+ 2197"






Step &6 : &T rans la t ion &assembly & 2204"
Fast+ assembly+ of+ the+ translated+ sequences+ is+made+possible+ by+ a+ binary+ reading+ techA 2205"
nique;+fetching+the+CDS+exon+sequences+from+the+corresponding+chromosome+sequence+ 2206"
files+ (available+ from+ the+ iGenome+ repository).+ The+ aforementioned+ proteoform+ inforA 2207"







either+ by+ using+ the+ Biomart+ framework+ (Kasprzyk,+ 2011)+ (ID+ based+ mapping)+ or+ by+ 2213"
BLAST+searching+(sequence+based+mapping).+& 2214"






sequences+ completely+ contained+ in+ another+ sequence)+ are+ also+ eliminated+ from+ the+ 2221"
database.+ 2222"
The+ IDAbased+mapping+ only+ considers+ those+ transcripts+with+ annotation+ types+ aTIS+ or+ 2223"
5'UTR+transcripts,+the+other+annotation+types+(CDS,+3’UTR,+no+translation)+are+mapped+ 2224"
by+BLAST+search.+The+IDAbased+mapping+option+simply+maps+a+given+Ensembl+transcript+ 2225"
ID+to+a+corresponding+canonical+ ID+using+the+Biomart+framework.+ + If+ two+or+more+tranA 2226"
scripts+ have+ the+ same+ sequence+ then+ the+ transcript+ with+ an+ existing+ canonical+ ID+ (BiA 2227"
omartAmapped)+is+retained.+If+two+or+more+transcripts+have+a+Biomart+mapping+then+one+ 2228"
with+a+higher+annotation+ranking+is+retained.+The+transcripts+without+any+preAmapped+ID+ 2229"
could+ then+ be+mapped+ by+ the+ sequence+ based+methods.+ In+ the+ sequence+ based+mapA 2230"
ping,+redundant+transcripts+are+removed+based+on+their+annotation+ranking+and+length.+ 2231"
If+ two+ transcripts+ have+ the+ same+ sequence+ then+ the+ one+with+ the+most+ highly+ ranked+ 2232"
annotation+ is+ retained+ and+ subsequently+ all+ subAsequences+ are+ removed.+ The+ nonA 2233"
redundant+sequences+can+then+be+mapped+to+known+canonical+proteins+by+performing+a+ 2234"
BLAST+search+against+the+canonical+protein+database+(e.g.+SwissAProt).& 2235"
PROTEOFORMER& imp lementat ion & 2236"
&All+ information+ on+ the+ different+ implementations+ of+ the+ PROTEOFORMER+method+ is+ 2237"
available+ via+ http://www.biobix.be/proteoformer.+ A+ scriptAbased+ (Perl+ 5)+ version+ and+ a+ 2238"
Galaxy+instance+implementation+are+made+available+for+download.+These+can+respectiveA 2239"
ly+be+deployed+on+a+Unix+system+and+implemented+on+a+Galaxy+instance+(Goecks+et+al.,+ 2240"
2010).+ Furthermore,+ a+ customized+ virtual+ machine+ (Ubuntu+ 12.04+ LTS)+ with+ all+ script+ 2241"
dependencies+and+a+Galaxy+ server+already+ installed+can+be+downloaded.+A+manual+deA 2242"
scribing+ the+ aforementioned+ implementations+ (including+ prerequisites+ and+ dependenA 2243"
cies)+is+made+available+on+the+website+and+as+Appendix+Files+5.1+and+5.4.++ 2244"
5.3.2! Experimental!procedures! 2245"





HCT116+ cells+ (provided+ by+ the+ Johns+ Hopkins+ Sidney+ Kimmel+ Comprehensive+ Cancer+ 2249"


















(Biorad)+ according+ to+ the+ manufacturer’s+ instructions.+ To+ partially+ denature+ proteins,+ 2266"
guanidinium+hydrochloride+(final+concentration+0.5+M)+and+acetonitrile+(final+concentraA 2267"
tion+ 2%)+were+ added+ to+ the+ cleared+ protein+ extracts.+ 1+mg+ of+ the+ protein+ sample+was+ 2268"









tion+ 100+ µl+ peptide+mixture+was+ then+ immediately+ injected+ onto+ an+ RPAHPLC+ column+ 2278"
(Zorbax®+ 300SBAC18+ NarrowAbore,+ 2.1+ mm+ internal+ diameter+ ×+ 150+mm+ length,+ 5+ μm+ 2279"
particles,+Agilent).+Following+10+min+of+isocratic+pumping+with+solvent+A+(10+mM+ammoA 2280"
nium+acetate+ in+water/ACN+(98:2+v/v),+pH+5.5),+a+gradient+of+1%+solvent+B+ increase+per+ 2281"










described+ previously+ (Staes+ et+ al.,+ 2008).+ In+ total,+ 24+ samples+ were+ analyzed+ by+ LCA 2290"
MS/MS.+ 2291"
NLtermina l &COFRADIC &ana lys i s & 2292"
For+NAterminal+COFRADIC+analyses,+HCT116+and+mESC+E14+cells+were+ lysed+ in+50+mM+ 2293"
HEPES+pH+7.4,+100+mM+NaCl+and+0.8%+CHAPS+containing+a+cocktail+of+protease+inhibiA 2294"
tors+(Roche)+for+10+min+on+ice+and+centrifuged+for+15+min+at+16,000+g+at+4°C+and+the+proA 2295"
tein+ samples+ subjected+ to+NAterminal+COFRADIC+as+described+by+Staes+et.al.+ (Staes+et+ 2296"
al.,+2011).+To+enable+the+assignment+of+in.vivo+NtAacetylation+events,+all+primary+protein+ 2297"
amines+were+ blocked+ using+ a+ (stable+ isotopic+ encoded)+NAhydroxysuccinimide+ ester+ at+ 2298"
the+protein+level+(i.e.+NHSA13C2D3Aacetate)+(Van+Damme+et+al.,+2009).+Per+proteome,+45+ 2299"
samples+were+analyzed+by+LCAMS/MS.& 2300"
LCLMS/MS &ana lys i s & 2301"
LCAMS/MS+analysis+was+performed+using+an+Ultimate+3000+RSLC+nano+LCAMS/MS+sysA 2302"
tem+(Dionex,+Amsterdam,+The+Netherlands)+inAline+connected+to+an+LTQ+Orbitrap+Velos+ 2303"
(Thermo+Fisher+Scientific,+Bremen,+Germany),+ for+ shotgun+samples,+or+a+LTQ+Orbitrap+ 2304"
XL+ mass+ spectrometer+ (Thermo+ Fisher+ Scientific,+ Bremen,+ Germany),+ for+ NAterminal+ 2305"
COFRADIC+samples.+2+µl+of+ the+sample+mixture+was+ first+ loaded+on+a+ trapping+column+ 2306"




Peptides+were+ loaded+with+ solvent+A’+ (0.1%+ trifluoroacetic+acid+ in+2%+acetonitrile)+and+ 2311"
were+separated+with+a+ linear+gradient+ from+98%+of+solvent+A’’+ (0.1%+formic+acid+ in+2%+ 2312"
acetonitrile)+ to+ 50%+ of+ solvent+ B’+ (0.1%+ formic+ acid+ in+ 80%+ acetonitrile)+ with+ a+ linear+ 2313"
gradient+of+1.8%+of+solvent+B’+increase+per+minute+at+a+flow+rate+of+300+nl/min,+followed+ 2314"
by+a+steep+increase+to+100%+of+solvent+B’.+The+Orbitrap+Velos+and+LTQ+Orbitrap+XL+mass+ 2315"






Ce l l & cu l tu re &and & sample &p reparat ion & fo r & r ibosome &p ro L 2320"
f i l i ng & 2321"
HCT116+ cells+were+ cultivated+ in+McCoy's+ 5A+ (Modified)+Medium+ (Gibco)+ supplemented+ 2322"
with+10%+fetal+bovine+serum,+2+mM+alanylALAglutamine+dipeptide+(GlutaMAX,+Gibco),+50+ 2323"









on+ ice+ with+ periodic+ agitation,+ lysed+ samples+ were+ passed+ through+ QIAshredder+ spin+ 2333"
columns+(Qiagen)+to+shear+the+DNA.+Subsequently,+the+flowAthroughs+were+centrifuged+ 2334"
for+10+min+at+16,000+×+g+and+4°C.+The+recovered+supernatant+was+aliquoted,+snapAfrozen+ 2335"
in+ liquid+nitrogen+and+ stored+at+ A80°C+ for+ subsequent+ ribosome+ footprint+ recovery+and+ 2336"
cDNA+library+generation.& 2337"




each+A260,+ 5+units+of+ARTseq+Nuclease+ (Epd+ icentre)+were+added+ to+ the+ samples.+The+ 2342"
nuclease+digestion+proceeded+for+45+min+at+room+temperature+and+was+stopped+by+addA 2343"
ing+ SUPERase.In+ Rnase+ Inhibitor+ (Life+ Technologies).+ Next,+ the+ ribosome+ protected+ 2344"
fragments+ (RPFs)+ were+ isolated+ using+ Sephacryl+ S400+ spin+ columns+ (GE+ Healthcare)+ 2345"
according+ to+ the+ procedure+ described+ in+ ‘ARTseq+Ribosome+Profiling+ Kit,+Mammalian’+ 2346"
(Epicentre).+The+RNA+was+extracted+from+the+samples+using+acid+125+phenol:24+chloroA 2347"
form:1+ isoamyl+ alcohol+ and+ precipitated+ overnight+ at+ A20°C+ by+ adding+ 2+ μl+ glycogen,+ 2348"
1/10th+ volume+of+ 5+M+ ammonium+acetate+ and+ 1.5+ volumes+ of+ 100%+ isopropyl+ alcohol.+ 2349"
After+centrifugation+at+18,840+×+g+and+4°C+for+20+min,+the+purified+RNA+pellet+was+resusA 2350"
pended+in+10+μl+nuclease+free+water.& 2351"
L ib ra ry &p reparat ion &and & sequenc ing & 2352"
The+HCT116&libraries+were+created+according+to+the+guidelines+described+in+the+ARTseq+ 2353"
RIBOAseq+Kit,+Mammalian+protocol+ (Epicentre).+The+RPFs+were+ initially+ rRNA+depleted+ 2354"
84! Part"3:"Ribosome"Profiling"
"
using+ the+ RiboAZero+ Magnetic+ Kit+ (Human/Mouse/Rat,+ Epicentre),+ omitting+ the+ 50°C+ 2355"
incubation+step.+Cleanup+of+the+rRNA+depletion+reactions+was+performed+through+Zymo+ 2356"
RNA+Clean+&+ConcentratorA5+kit+(Zymo+Research)+using+200+μl+binding+buffer+and+450+μl+ 2357"
absolute+ ethanol.+ The+ samples+were+ separated+ on+ a+ 15%+ureaApolyacrylamide+ gel+ and+ 2358"
footprints+of+ 26+ to+ 34+nucleotides+ long+were+excised.+RNA+was+extracted+ from+ the+gel+ 2359"
and+precipitated.+The+pellet+was+ resuspended+ in+20+μl+nucleaseAfree+water.+Next,+RPFs+ 2360"
were+ end+ polished,+ 3’+ adaptor+ ligated,+ reverse+ transcribed+ and+ PAGE+ purified.+ 5+ μl+ of+ 2361"
circularized+template+DNA+was+used+in+the+PCR+reaction+and+amplification+proceeded+for+ 2362"
11+cycles.+The+libraries+were+purified+with+AMPure+XP+beads+(Beckman+Coulter)+and+their+ 2363"
quality+was+assessed+on+a+High+Sensitivity+DNA+assay+chip+ (Agilent+ technologies).+The+ 2364"
concentration+ of+ the+ libraries+ was+measured+with+ qPCR+ and+ they+ were+ single+ end+ seA 2365"
quenced+on+a+Hiseq+(Illumina)+for+50+cycles.++ 2366"
Raw+sequencing+reads+of+the+mESC+RIBOAseq+data+(Ingolia+et+al.,+2011)+were+downloadA 2367"
ed+ from+the+Gene+Expression+Omnibus+ (dataset+GSE30839).+All+ reads+ from+the+control+ 2368"
(cycloheximide+ treated,+also+ referred+ to+as+CHX+treated,+ sample+GSM765292)+and+harA 2369"
ringtonine+treated+(also+referred+to+as+HARR+treated,+sample+GSM765295)+were+used.++ 2370"





The+ mESC+ datasets+ are+ publicly+ available,+ while+ the+ HCT116+ datasets+ require+ a+ login+ 2376"
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/archive/login,+ PX+ reviewer+ account:+ username:+ reA 2377"
view48267,+password:+TTewpyNH).+ 2378"
The+RIBOAseq+libraries+have+been+deposited+in+NCBI’s+Gene+Expression+Omnibus+(Edgar+ 2379"
et+ al.,+ 2002)+ and+ are+ accessible+ through+ the+ GEO+ series+ accession+ number+ GSE58207+ 2380"
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE58207).+ 2381"
5.3.3! MS!data!analysis! 2382"
Pept ide /p rote in & ident i f i ca t ion &and & in te rp retat ion & & 2383"
The+protein+and+peptide+ searches+were+performed+against+our+ speciesAspecific+ custom+ 2384"
database+ with+ X!+ Tandem+ Sledgehammer+ (2013.09.01.1)+ and+ OMSSA+ 2.1.9+ using+ the+ 2385"
SearchGui+(1.16.4)+tool+(Vaudel+et+al.,+2011).+For+the+shotgun+proteome+analyses,+methiA 2386"
onine+ oxidation+ to+methionineAsulfoxide,+ pyroglutamate+ formation+ of+ NAterminal+ gluA 2387"
tamine+and+acetylation+of+ the+NAterminus+were+ selected+as+variable+modifications.+For+ 2388"
Deep"Proteome"Coverage"Through"Ribosome"Profiling"and"MS"Integration" 85"
"
the+ HCT116+ samples,+ heavy+ labelled+ arginine+ (13C6)+ and+ lysine+ (
13C6)+ were+ additionally+ 2389"
selected+as+fixed+modifications.+Mass+tolerance+was+set+to+10+ppm+on+precursor+ions+and+ 2390"
to+0.5+Da+on+fragment+ions.+The+peptide+charge+was+set+to+2+,+3+,+4+.+Trypsin+was+selectA 2391"








as+ fixed+modifications.+ Variable+modifications+ were+ 13C2D3A+ acetylation,+ acetylation+ of+ 2400"
peptide+ NAtermini+ and+ pyroglutamate+ formation+ of+ NAterminal+ glutamine.+ + For+ the+ 2401"
HCT116+samples,+13C6
15N4+LAarg+was+additionally+set+as+fixed+modification.+EndoproteinA 2402"
ase+ semiAArgAC/P+ (ArgAC+ specificity+with+ arginineAproline+ cleavage+allowed)+was+ set+ as+ 2403"
enzyme+allowing+for+no+missed+cleavages.+ 2404"
Protein+ and+ peptide+ identification+ and+ data+ interpretation+ were+ done+ using+ the+ PepA 2405"
tideShaker+ algorithm+ (http://code.google.com/p/peptidePshaker,+ version+ 0.26.2),+ 2406"
setting+the+FDR+to+1%+at+all+levels+(peptideAtoAspectrum+matching,+peptide+and+protein).+ 2407"
Cor re la t ion &ana lys i s & 2408"
Only+the+transcripts+identified+based+on+SwissAProt+as+well+as+our+custom+RIBOAseq+deA 2409"








the+protein+ length+and+the+total+number+of+ identified+MS/MS+spectra+ in+an+experiment+ 2418"
into+account.+For+each+protein+ transcript+with+an+aTIS+ for+which+quantitative+RIBOAseq+ 2419"










≥2),+ iii)+ only+aTIS+ transcripts+with+a+ total+RPF+count+≥+200+and+ iv)+ only+aTIS+ transcripts+ 2428"
with+both+a+validated+MS/MSAbased+ identification+and+an+RPF+count+≥+200.+All+correlaA 2429"






a+ proteinAsynthesis+ based+ sequence+ database,+ using+ available+mouse+ embryonic+ stem+ 2436"
cell+ (mESC)+ RIBOAseq+ data+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2011).+ Matching+ shotgun+ and+ NAterminal+ 2437"
COFRADIC+(Staes+et+al.,+2011)+proteomics+data+served+to+evaluate+this+setup.+While+the+ 2438"





were+ evaluated+ and+ both+ performed+ similarly+ in+ terms+ of+ the+ percentage+ of+ reads+ 2444"
mapped+ onto+ the+ reference+ genome+ (Table+ 5.1).+However,+ STAR+was+ selected+ for+ the+ 2445"






difference+ in+ the+ normalized+ reads+ between+ the+ treated+ and+ untreated+ samples+ 2452"
(RLTM/HARR+ –+ RCHX).+ By+ varying+ the+min+ count+ and+ RLTM/HARR+ –+ RCHX+ values+we+ evaluated+ 2453"
their+impact+on+the+downstream+peptide+identification+rates+on+the+shotgun+mESC+data.+ 2454"
To+do+this+we+compiled+nonAredundant+tryptic+peptide+search+spaces+for+a+range+of+difA 2455"














fixed+ at+ a+ constant+ value+ of+ 0.01+ (Figure+ 5.5B).+ For+ these+ reasons,+ a+ combination+ of+ 2468"
RLTM/HARR+–+RCHX+=+0.01+and+min+count+=+5+was+used+for+further+analysis+of+aTIS+transcripts.+ 2469"
Furthermore,+the+rule+based+TIS+calling+clearly+outperformed+a+Support+Vector+Machine+ 2470"










per.. (D). RPF. length. distribution. of. initiating. ribosomes,. based. on. TopHat. transcriptome. 2479"
mapper.. The. corresponding. figure. RIBO&seq. RPF. length. distributions. for. human. can. be. 2480"
found.in.Appendix.File.5.6.' 2481"
For+other+TIS+categories,+more+stringent+ threshold+settings+were+used+ in+order+ to+ limit+ 2482"



















RLTM/HARR. –. RCHX. in. the. TIS. calling. procedure. on. the. number. of. tryptic. peptides. identified. 2498"
with. ‘minimum.profile. count’. (TIS. calling). set. to.10..The.number.of. identified. tryptic.pep& 2499"




tions. decreases. with. increasing. number. of. ‘minimum. profile. count’.. At. a. confidence. of. 2504"
about.80%.(PEP.<.0.2). the.number.of. identified.peptides. is.about.the.same.for. ‘minimum. 2505"
profile. count’. 1. and. 5.. (C).mESC. shotgun. data:. Comparison. of. the. peptide. identification. 2506"
numbers. using. different. database. versions.. . From. the. PEP. distributions. it. is. clear. that. 2507"
searches.using.the.RIBO&seq.derived.database.outperformed.those.using.solely.Swiss&Prot.. 2508"
With. SNP. information. (RIBO&seq. (SAMtools)). included,. the. number. of. identification. in& 2509"
creases.even.more,.with.the.best.result.obtained.using.a.search.space.combining.RIBO&seq. 2510"
derived.sequences.(SNP.information.inclusive).and.Swiss&Prot.entries.at.an.80%.confidence. 2511"




be+ true+ positives+ and+ are+ definitely+ worth+ further+ investigation.+ Thresholds+ for+ a+ TIS+ 2516"





tic+ peptide+ databases+ based+ on+ inclusion+ of+ nonAsynonymous+ mutation+ information+ 2522"
obtained+from+the+RIBOAseq+data+using+different+strategies.+These+databases+were+comA 2523"
pared+alongside+a+ tryptic+peptide+database+generated+from+the+mouse+SwissAProt+proA 2524"
tein+ sequences.+ A+ search+ space+ built+ from+ the+ combination+ of+ RIBOAseqAderived+ seA 2525"
quences+with+mutation+ information+derived+ from+SAMtools+ and+SwissAProt+performed+ 2526"
better+ than+ one+ derived+ from+ RIBOAseq,+ SwissAProt+ and+ mutation+ information+ from+ 2527"
dbSNP+ (Sherry+ et+ al.,+ 2001)+ in+ terms+ of+ the+ number+ of+ tryptic+ peptide+ identifications+ 2528"
(Figure+ 5.5C).+ This+ indicated+ that+ SAMtools+ is+ able+ to+ capture+ mutation+ information+ 2529"
brought+about+by+RIBOAseq,+which+is+lacking+in+dbSNP.+These+settings+also+proved+optiA 2530"






tides. from.HCT116. shotgun.proteome.analyses.. The. searches.were.performed.on.a.data& 2535"
base. holding. a. non&redundant. set. of. tryptic. peptides. based. on. the. RIBO&seq. derived. se& 2536"
quences. having. annotated. translation. initiation. sites. (aTIS).. This. plot. demonstrates. the. 2537"
impact.of. the.database.creation.parameters.of.PROTEOFORMER.on.downstream.MS/MS. 2538"
identification..The.cumulative.number.of.peptides.identified.is.plotted.on.the.y&axis.and.the. 2539"
corresponding. PEP. (Posterior. Error. Probability,. i.e.. the. probability. that. a. peptide&to& 2540"
spectrum.match.is.a.chance.event).is.plotted.on.the.x&axis..The.number.of.peptide.identifi& 2541"
cations.using.only.RIBO&seq.derived.sequences.as.a. search.space. is. lower. than.searching. 2542"
Swiss&Prot.. Yet. a. significant. increase. is. noticeable. when. searching. against. a. combined. 2543"
database.(RIBO&seq.derived.+.Swiss&Prot).+ 2544"
5.4.2! Evaluation!on!mESC!and!HCT116!cell!line!material! 2545"
To+evaluate+ the+deep+proteome+coverage+of+ the+PROTEOFORMER+pipeline,+ it+was+apA 2546"





0.7%)+ new+ and+ 124+ and+ 65+ (3.3%+ and+ 2.3%)+ improved+ protein+ identifications+ for+ the+ 2552"
mouse+and+human+datasets.++ 2553"
These+ soAcalled+ new+ identifications+ were+ not+ contained+ in+ SwissAProt+ and+ originated+ 2554"






Correlation+of+ the+translational+outcome+based+on+ribosome+profiling+ (RPF+count)+with+ 2559"











terminal. COFRADIC. experiments. based. on. searching. the. PROTEOFORMER. +. Swiss&Prot. 2571"
database.for.both.mouse.ESC.cells.and.human.HCT116.cells.using.a.1%.FDR.threshold..(A). 2572"
Shotgun.proteomics.results.(mouse)..A.total.of.3.771.proteins.were. identified..(B).Shotgun. 2573"




the.PROTEOFORMER.and/or.Swiss&Prot.sequence.database..Also,. the. improved.and.new. 2576"
protein. identifications. were. further. classified. into. the. following. categories:. new,. iso& 2577"

















Figure' 5.9. Examples. of. improved. identifications. in. the. human. (HCT116). shotgun. prote& 2593"
omics. experiments.. The. addition. of. RIBO&seq. derived. translation. products. to. the. prote& 2594"
omics. experiment. improved. the. identification. and. score. significance. for. 65. proteins. (See. 2595"






of+ NAtermini+ (Figure+ 5.7+ C,D+ and+ Appendix+ File+ 5.7+ C,D).+ The+ majority+ of+ peptides+ 2602"





Another+ two+NAterminal+peptides+pointed+ to+ the+ translation+of+upstream+open+ reading+ 2608"
frames+ (completely+within+ the+ 5’+UTR+ or+ outAofAframe+ and+ overlapping+with+ canonical+ 2609"
CDS)+ for+ mouse.+ Moreover,+ analysis+ of+ NAterminal+ COFRADIC+ data+ using+ the+ PROA 2610"
Deep"Proteome"Coverage"Through"Ribosome"Profiling"and"MS"Integration" 95"
"
TEOFORMER+ pipeline+ provided+ us+ with+ evidence+ of+ translation+ initiation+ at+ nearA 2611"
cognate+start+sites+(nonAAUG+codons+recoded+to+initiator+methionines+(iMet)).+PeptideA 2612"
toAspectrum+matches+(PSMs)+corresponding+to+peptides+located+in+a+uORF+region+were+ 2613"
manually+ validated+ (Appendix+ File+ 5.5)+ and+ possibly+ hint+ at+ true+ translation+ of+ these+ 2614"
uORFs,+although+it+cannot+be+ruled+out+that+an+unpredicted+extended+proteoform+exists+ 2615"
comprising+this+translated+uORF+sequence.+ 2616"
Interestingly,+ refined+ gene+models+ can+ be+ built+ based+ on+ novel+ peptide+ identifications+ 2617"
resulting+from+our+PROTEOFORMER+approach.+These+can+be+categorized+ into+new+exA 2618"
ons+ (pointing+ to+ new+ isoforms,+ see+ Appendix+ File+ 5.7a,b),+ NAterminal+ extensions+ (see+ 2619"
Appendix+ File+ 5.7+ and+ examples+ of+ the+ human+ dcaf13+ and+ the+ orthologous+ hdgf+ gene+ 2620"
illustrated+ in+ respectively+ Figure+ 5.12+ and+Appendix+ File+ 5.9)+ and+ translation+ of+ uORFs+ 2621"
(see+the+example+of+an+uORF+contained+in+the+Slc35a4+gene+shown+in&Figure+5.13).+This+ 2622"
uORF+could+also+be+categorized+as+a+new+gene+product+(resulting+in+a+translation+product+ 2623"










scripts). as.well. as. the. corresponding. Pearson. correlation. coefficient. (r2). is. shown.. Corre& 2632"
sponding.plots.based.on.NSAF.values. for.mouse.and.emPAI.and.NSAF.values. for.human. 2633"
can.be.found.in.Appendix.File.5.8.. 2634"
2635"
Figure' 5.11. Correlation. plots. of. RPF&counts. (RIBO&seq). with. NSAF&based. protein. abun& 2636"
dance.estimates. for.validated. (i.e.. spectral. count.>=.2).aTIS. transcripts.with.RPF.count.≥. 2637"
200,.with.extra.stability.data.annotation..(A).Mouse.data.is.plotted;.the.instability.indexes. 2638"










Figure'5.12. Example.of.a.new.proteoform..N&terminal. extension.of.DCA13_HUMAN.that. 2647"
was.picked.up.by.the.proteogenomic.analysis.and.validated.by.N&terminal.COFRADIC..The. 2648"
UCSC.genome.browser.was.used.to.create.a.view.of.the.RIBO&seq.and.COFRADIC.data..The. 2649"
different. tracks. are. from. top. to. bottom:.CHX&treated.RIBO&seq.data,. LTM/HARR&treated. 2650"
RIBO&seq.data,.N&terminal.COFRADIC.data,.UCSC.genes,.RefSeq.genes. and.mRNA..The. 2651"
zoomed&in.images.show.the.alternative.start.site.(i:.alternative.start.site,.ii:.canonical.start. 2652"
site),.while. the.MS/MS. spectra. and. sequence. fragmentation. plots. display. the. confidence. 2653"
and.quality.of.the.N&terminal.peptide.identifications.. 2654"
 Discussion$5.5" 2655"
PROTEOFORMER+ is+ the+ first+ publicly+ available+ analysis+ pipeline+ that+ provides+ a+ comA 2656"
plete+bioinformatics+workflow+for+ the+analysis+of+RIBOAseq+NGS+data+and+that+enables+ 2657"

















metagenic+ RPF+ abundance+ plots+ (See+ Figure+ 5.3+ and+ Appendix+ File+ 5.3)+ shows+ an+ exA 2673"
pected+ dynamic+ range+ of+ expression.+ The+ quantitative+ correlation+ between+PRF+ abunA 2674"
dance+and+spectral+countAbased+measures+for+the+nonAcustom+SwissAProt+proteins+(See+ 2675"
Appendix+File+5.10)+demonstrates+that+this+lower+performance+is+not+attributable+to+the+ 2676"
CHXAtreated+ HCT116+ sample+ sequencing+ coverage.+ Finally,+ the+ distribution+ of+ the+ 2677"
RLTM/HAR+–+RCHX+values+(used+in+the+TIS+calling+procedure,+see+Material+and+Methods+and+ 2678"
Figure+5.14)+pointed+to+an+overall+lower+genomeAwide+coverage+of+initiating+ribosomes,+ 2679"
attributable+ to+ either+ biases+ introduced+ in+ the+ library+ preparation+ of+ the+ LTMAtreated+ 2680"
HCT116+ sample+or+ suboptimal+ conditions+of+ the+LTM+ treatment.+Consequently,+ proteA 2681"
omics+enables+a+quality+assessment+of+RIBOAseq,+which+is+typically+lacking.+ 2682"
2683"
Figure'5.13. Example.of. a.new.proteoform..Translated.uORF.of.S35A4_MOUSE. that.was. 2684"
picked. up. by. the. proteogenomic. analysis. and. validated. by. N&terminal. COFRADIC.. The. 2685"
UCSC.genome.browser.was.used.to.create.a.view.of.the.RIBO&seq.and.COFRADIC.data..The. 2686"





site),.while. the.MS/MS. spectra. and. sequence. fragmentation. plots. display. the. confidence. 2690"
and.quality.of.the.N&terminal.peptide.identifications.. 2691"
RIBOAseq+ based+ studies+ also+ showed+ ribosome+ occupancy+ of+ long+ ncRNAs+ (lncRNAs)+ 2692"










density. plots. show. the. distribution. of. the. RLTM/HARR&RCHX. parameter. for. (A). the. mouse. 2703"
100! Part"3:"Ribosome"Profiling"
"
(mESC). and. (B). human. (HCT116). aTIS. transcripts.. From. top. to. bottom. it. represents. the. 2704"
distribution.of..(i).all.aTIS.transcripts.with.ribosome.profile.coverage,.(ii).all.aTIS.transcripts. 2705"











al.,+ 2012)+ using+ a+ typical+ targetAdecoy+ approach.+ PROTEOFORMER+only+ requires+ oneA 2717"
readingAframe+translation+ in+contrast+ to+methods+based+on+ regular+mRNA+sequencing,+ 2718"
thus+limiting+the+search+space+explosion+and+keeping+the+confidence+distribution+of+the+ 2719"
search+against+ the+PROTEOFORMER+database+similar+ to+standard+SwissAProt+searches+ 2720"






ble,+ but+ would+ need+ appropriate+ optimization+ for+ the+ different+ TIS+ categories.+ PROA 2727"
TEOFORMER+makes+ use+ of+ iGenomes+ reference+ sequences+ and+ annotation+ from+ EnA 2728"
sembl+for+mapping,+and+custom+Ensembl+SQLite+annotation+databases+(available+on+the+ 2729"












bles+ the+ processing+ of+ RIBOAseq+ data+ and+ can+ be+ optimized+ based+ on+ userAdefinable+ 2740"
parameter+ settings+ in+ order+ to+ be+ useful+ in+ answering+ a+ plethora+ of+ different+ research+ 2741"
questions.+The+tool+ includes+a+mapping+module+enabling+genomeAwide+visualization+of+ 2742"
ribosome+occupancy+on+a+genome+browser+of+choice.+It+also+includes+a+TIS+calling+algoA 2743"
rithm+ that+ allows+ for+ the+delineation+of+ the+ORFs+of+ all+ translation+products,+based+on+ 2744"
initiating+ ribosome+ footprint+ accumulation+ obtained+ upon+ LTM/HARR+ treatment.+ A+ 2745"
complete+ translatomeAbased+ sequence+ database,+ also+ including+ SNP+ information,+ can+ 2746"
thus+be+compiled,+for+spectral+database+matching.+We+further+showed+that+optimization+ 2747"
towards+the+use+of+PROTEOFORMER+in+a+proteogenomic+approach,+enables+deep+proA 2748"
teome+ coverage+ (including+ 5’+ extended+ proteoforms,+ alternative+ spliced+ isoform+ and+ 2749"
uORFs)+ resulting+ in+ an+ increase+ in+ overall+ protein+ identification+ rate+ when+ searching+ 2750"
matching+mass+spectrometry+datasets.+ 2751"
A+ standAalone+ version+ (Appendix+ File+ 5.1)+ and+ a+ galaxy+ implementation+ (Appendix+ File+ 2752"














Figure' 5.15. Screenshot. depicting. a. Galaxy. workflow. containing. all. steps. of. the. PRO& 2766"
TEOFORMER. tool. pipeline..A. screenshot. of. the. quality. control.workflow. can. be. found. in. 2767"



































predictions+ (Dinger+ et+ al.,+ 2008;+ Okazaki+ et+ al.,+ 2002).+ Such+ arbitrary+ limit,+ although+ 2798"
straightforward+to+apply,+is+problematic+for+various+reasons.+Many+long+ncRNAs+contain,+ 2799"
by+ chance,+ putative+ ORFs+ that+ are+ longer+ than+ 100+ codons,+ misclassifying+ them+ as+ 2800"
mRNAs.+This+is+especially+true+for+lncRNAs+that+are+classified+as+functional+ncRNAs+such+ 2801"
as+H19+ and+Xist+ (Prasanth+ and+ Spector,+ 2007).+Next+ to+ that,+ proteins+ <+ 100+AA+ in+ size+ 2802"
could+ also+ be+misclassified+ as+ ncRNAs,+ leading+ to+ a+ significant+ underestimation+ of+ the+ 2803"
true+ number+ of+ protein+ coding+ genes.+ The+ tarsal&less. (tal).gene,+ for+ example,+ controls+ 2804"




tides+steadily+grew,+ leading+to+ the+ identification+and+characterization+of+new+sORF+enA 2809"
coding+genes+ (Andrews+and+Rothnagel,+2014;+Crappe+et+al.,+ 2014b).+Phylogenetic+ conA 2810"
servation+analysis+ indicated+that+an+mRNAAlike+ncRNA+ in+Drosophila.shared+a+common+ 2811"
sORF+encoding+ancestor+gene+with+the+human+sarcolipin.(sln),.renaming+the+gene+and+its+ 2812"




interacts+ with+ the+ Ku+ heterodimer+ in+ order+ to+ stimulate+ DNA+ doubleAstranded+ break+ 2817"
ligation+via+nonAhomologous+endAjoining+(Slavoff+et+al.,+2014).+ 2818"
Over+the+past+ few+years,+many+research+groups+have+systematically+searched+for+putaA 2819"
tively+ coding+ sORFs+ in+ different+ organisms+ (Aspden+ et+ al.,+ 2014;+ Bazzini+ et+ al.,+ 2014;+ 2820"
Crappe+ et+ al.,+ 2013;+ Hanada+ et+ al.,+ 2013;+ Kastenmayer+ et+ al.,+ 2006;+ Ladoukakis+ et+ al.,+ 2821"
2011).+Using+a+combination+of+in.silico+(genomeAwide)+prediction,+phylogenetic+conservaA 2822"
tion+measurement+and+different+transcriptomic/translatomic+data+sources,+hundreds+of+ 2823"




deep+ sequencing+ of+ ribosome+ protected+ mRNA+ fragments,+ applied+ in+ several+ of+ the+ 2826"
aforementioned+ systematic+ discovery+ studies,+ proves+ to+ be+ an+ ideal+ technique+ for+ our+ 2827"
research+objectives+(Ingolia+et+al.,+2011).++ 2828"
The+ true+ strength+of+RIBOAseq+arises+ from+ the+use+of+ antibiotics+ to+ stall+ or+ block+ riboA 2829"
somes,+ enabling+ the+ annotation+ of+ translated+ sequences+ and/or+ identification+ of+ new+ 2830"
putative+ sORFAencoding+ regions.+ Elongating+ ribosomes+ can+ be+ blocked+ by+ cycloA 2831"
heximide+ or+ emetine,+ while+ initiating+ ribosomes+ can+ be+ blocked+ by+ harringtonine+ or+ 2832"
lactimidomycin+(Ingolia+et+al.,+2011;+Lee+et+al.,+2012).+A+combination+of+these+approaches+ 2833"
enables+ the+ identification+ of+ translation+ initiation+ sites+ (TIS)+ and+ the+ delineation+ of+ all+ 2834"




As+with+all+new+ technologies,+publicly+available+bioinformatics+ tools+and+pipelines+ that+ 2839"
are+specifically+designed+in+order+to+analyze+RIBOAseq+derived+data+are+lacking+(Ingolia,+ 2840"
2014).+We+ recently+ introduced+ a+ tool+ called+ PROTEOFORMER+ that+ automatically+ proA 2841"
cesses+ RIBOAseq+ data,+ enables+ the+ genomeAwide+ visualization+ of+ ribosome+ occupancy+ 2842"
and+ allows+ the+ compilation+ of+ a+ complete+ proteinAsynthesis+ based+ sequence+ database+ 2843"
for+ mass+ spectrometry+ based+ identification+ (Crappe+ et+ al.,+ 2014a).+ However,+ PROA 2844"





mapping+ of+ ribosomeAprotected+ fragments+ (RPFs)+ and+ can+ be+ combined+ with+ PROA 2850"
TEOFORMER+ in+ order+ to+ assess+ the+ quality+ of+ the+ alignments+ (Crappe+ et+ al.,+ 2014a).+ 2851"
Subsequent+ and+unbiased+TIS+ identification+with+ subAcodon+ specificity+ enables+ the+ asA 2852"
sembly+ of+ sORF+ transcripts.+ For+ each+ sORF,+ a+ number+ of+ specific+ characteristics+ (e.g.+ 2853"











RPF+ reads+ to+ a+ reference+ genome,+ 2)+ unbiased+ identification+ of+ TIS+ sites+ in+ genic+ and+ 2863"
intergenic+regions,+3)+sORF+transcript+assembly,+4)+PhyloCSF+based+conservation+analyA 2864"
sis+ (Lin+ et+ al.,+ 2011)+ and+ 5)+ sORF+ specific+ FLOSS+ determination+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2014).+ 2865"
Based+on+all+ gathered+ information,+ a+RIBOAseq+derived+ sORF+ translation+database+ can+ 2866"
also+be+generated+that+can+be+used+as+comprehensive+search+space+for+MSAbased+pepA 2867"




gating. and. initiating. RIBO&seq. data. as. input.. After. mapping. using. either. the. STAR. or. 2872"
TopHat2.aligner,.RPF.reads.are.parsed.and.stored.(as.all.subsequently.calculated.data). in. 2873"
an. SQLite. results. database.. Rule&based. TIS. classification. enables. transcript. assembly. of. 2874"
both.genic.and. intergenic. sORFs. (Crappe+et+al.,+2014a;+Lee+et+al.,+2012)..For.each.sORF,. 2875"
multiple. complementary. characteristics.with. information. regarding. their. coding. potential. 2876"
can. be. calculated.. All. the. different. steps. use. a. combination. of. species&specific. Igenomes. 2877"
and.Ensembl.SQLite.databases.for.annotation.purpose..+ 2878"
Sequence &p rocess ing &and &a l ignment & 2879"
For+ the+mouse+ and+ human+ sequences+ we+ use+ respectively+ the+ Ensembl+ (Flicek+ et+ al.,+ 2880"
2012)+release+72+and+70+genome+annotation+(assembly+GRCm38+and+GRCh37)+from+the+ 2881"










Trans la t ion & in i t i a t ion & s i te & (T IS ) & ca l l ing & 2890"
The+mapped+profiles+from+the+initiating+ribosomes,+obtained+after+harringtonine+(HARR)+ 2891"
or+lactimidomycin+(LTM)+treatment,+are+accumulated+at+AUG+or+nearAcognate+start+coA 2892"






don+ upA+ and+ downstream),+ ii)+ the+ combined+ number+ of+ ribosome+ profiles+ for+ the+ TIS+ 2899"
should+ exceed+ a+ minimal+ profile+ count+ threshold+ and+ iii)+ the+ TIS+ should+ have+ a+ 2900"!!"#/!"## − !!"# +value+equal+or+higher+than+a+certain+threshold,+where++ 2901"
!! = !! !! ×10!! ! = !"#!!"! "##,!"# +!! = !"#$%&!!"!!"#$%!!"!!"#$%$"&!!!!"#!!"#"!!+!! = !"!#$!!"#$%&!!"!!"#$!!!"!!"#$%&"'(!!!"#!!"#"!!+
We+opted+for+an+unbiased+approach,+using+the+same+parameter+settings+(user+definable)+ 2902"




tated+ Ensembl+ gene.+ Since+ the+ sORF+ genomic+ begin+ and+ end+ positions+ are+ needed+ to+ 2907"
calculate+the+!!"#/!"## − !!"#,+this+characteristic+is+only+evaluated+during+sORF+transA 2908"
lation+assembly.+++. 2909"
sORF & t rans la t ion &assembly & 2910"






lated+enabling+downstream+evaluation+of+ the+ identified+sORF+sequences.+Each+sORF+ is+ 2915"
categorized+ as+ part+ of+ one+of+ 6+ categories;+ 5'UTR,+ exonic,+ intronic,+ 3'UTR,+ ncRNA+and+ 2916"
intergenic+(See+Figure+6.2).+sORFs+starting+on+a+known+aTIS+position+are+discarded.++ 2917"
2918"
Figure' 6.2'Overview. of. the. different. sORF. annotation. categories.. sORFs. are. categorized. 2919"
according.to.the.position.of.their.TIS.relative.to.the.overlapping.(protein&coding).gene..The& 2920"
se.categories.are;.intergenic.(yellow),.exonic.(blue),.intronic.(orange),.3'UTR.(purple),.5'UTR. 2921"
(green). and. ncRNA. (not. shown).. Intronic. and. 5'UTR. are. further. divided. in. subcategories. 2922"
(light.and.dark).based.on.their.possible.(partial).overlap.with.exonic.regions...+ 2923"
For+each+intergenic+sORF+the+distance+to+the+nearest+upA+and+downstream+gene+is+calcuA 2924"






signed.+RPKM+values+are+calculated+as+described+ in+ Ingolia+et.al.,.2009+where+RPKM+ is+ 2931"
defined+as+the+number+of+RPF+fragments+per+kilobase+of+coding+region+per+million+alignA 2932"
ing+reads+in+the+dataset.+++ 2933"
Conservat ion &ana lys i s &us ing &Phy loCSF & 2934"
The+PhyloCSF+conservation+analysis+uses+speciesAspecific+multiple+alignment+files+(MAF)+ 2935"
as+input+that+can+be+downloaded+from+UCSC+(Dreszer+et+al.,+2012;+Lin+et+al.,+2011).+In+a+ 2936"







FLOSS & scor ing & 2942"
For+each+sORF+the+FLOSS+score+can+be+calculated+as+described+ in+ Ingolia+et.al.. (2014).+ 2943"
The+FLOSS+score+is+defined+as:+ 2944"





scripts,+ excluding+ those+overlapping+with+nonAcoding+ transcripts,+ are+derived+ from+ the+ 2949"
Ensembl+annotation+bundle+(stored+in+SQLite).+Second,+for+each+canonical+coding+tranA 2950"
script,+ the+FLOSS+score+ is+ calculated,+ taking+ into+account+both+ the+RPF+ lengths+within+ 2951"
each+ transcript+ and+ the+ overall+ reference+ distribution.+ With+ these+ scores,+ an+ extreme+ 2952"
FLOSS+value+ is+determined+ for+each+number+of+ reads+using+a+ rolling+window+approach+ 2953"
and+Tukey’s+method+ (i.e.+!"#!!"#$%&% = !! + 3 ∙ (!! − !!)+where+Q1+and+Q3+are+ reA 2954"
spectively+the+first+and+the+third+quantile).+These+extremes+are+used+to+calculate+a+Loess+ 2955"
cutoff+smoother.+Finally,+a+RPF+length+distribution+for+each+sORF+is+constructed,+used+in+ 2956"
combination+ with+ the+ reference+ distribution+ and+ the+ cutoff+ smoother+ to+ calculate+ a+ 2957"
FLOSS+score.+Based+on+this+score,+each+sORF+is+classified+as+either+putatively+coding+or+ 2958"
nonAcoding.+ The+ reference+ distribution,+ cutoff+ smoother,+ FLOSS+ scores+ and+ classificaA 2959"
tion+for+each+putative+sORF+are+stored+in+the+result+database.+ 2960"














Ribosome &p ro f i l i ng & 2973"
Raw+ sequencing+ reads+ of+ the+mouse+ embryonic+ stem+ cells+ (mESC)+ RIBOAseq+ data+ (InA 2974"
golia+ et+ al.,+ 2011)+ were+ downloaded+ from+ the+ Gene+ Expression+ Omnibus+ (dataset+ 2975"
GSE30839).+All+ reads+ from+the+control+ (cycloheximide+ treated,+also+ referred+ to+as+CHX+ 2976"
treated,+sample+GSM765292)+and+harringtonine+treated+(also+referred+to+as+HARR+treatA 2977"
ed,+sample+GSM765295)+were+used.++ 2978"
The+RIBOAseq+experiments+on+ the+human+ colon+ tumor+ (HCT116)+ cells+ are+described+ in+ 2979"
the+ previous+ chapter.+ These+ RIBOAseq+ sequencing+ libraries+ have+ been+ deposited+ in+ 2980"
NCBI's+ Gene+ Expression+ Omnibus+ (Edgar+ et+ al.,+ 2002)+ and+ are+ accessible+ through+ the+ 2981"




RIBOAseq+ has+ already+ proven+ to+ be+ a+ valuable+ sequencing+ strategy+ in+ order+ to+ (re)A 2986"
annotate+the+genome+(See+Chapter+2+and+5).+Since+its+development,+this+has+also+led+to+a+ 2987"
growing+ interest+ in+putatively+ coding+ sORF+sequences+ (Ingolia,+2014;+Michel+and+BaraA 2988"
nov,+2013).+However,+decent+bioinformatics+tools+and+pipelines,+specifically+designed+to+ 2989"
analyze+RIBOAseq+data,+have+been+ lacking.+As+such,+many+adAhoc+and+difficult+ to+repliA 2990"
cate+approaches+towards+the+identification+of+new+and+putatively+coding+sORF+sequencA 2991"
es+ in+ several+model+ organisms+ have+ been+ devised+ (Aspden+ et+ al.,+ 2014;+ Bazzini+ et+ al.,+ 2992"
2014;+Crappe+et+al.,+2013;+Ingolia+et+al.,+2011).++ 2993"
RIBOsORF,+in+part+based+on+our+RIBOAseq+analysis+method+termed+PROTEOFORMER,+is+ 2994"
specifically+designed+ in+order+to+allow+the+ identification+of+putative+sORF+sequences.+ It+ 2995"
enables+accessible,+ reproducible+and+ transparent+analysis+ through+ integration+with+ the+ 2996"
Galaxy+workflow+system+(Goecks+et+al.,+2010).+In+order+to+test+its+performance,+we+used+ 2997"
RIBOsORF+ to+ identify+ a+ set+ of+ putative+ sORF+ sequences+with+ high+ coding+ potential+ in+ 2998"










to+ the+ identification+ of+ many+ sORF+ sequences+ located+ in+ pseudogenes+ (unpublished+ 3007"
results)+after+searching+these+RIBOAseq+derived+sORF+sequence+database+with+matching+ 3008"
shotgun+data+ (for+both+mouse+and+human).+Because+we+ lack+ true+ validation+with+pepA 3009"
tidomics+ data+ (see+ Discussion),+ this+ would+ introduce+ a+ high+ number+ of+ falseApositive+ 3010"
results+in+our+RIBOAseq+centered+approach+and+would+subsequently+limit+the+usefulness+ 3011"





At+ the+moment,+ RIBOsORF+ only+ allows+ for+ the+ identification+ of+ single+ exon+ sORF+ seA 3015"
quences.+Those+sORF+sequences+are+assembled+based+on+the+identified+TIS,+passing+the+ 3016"
TISAcalling+ thresholds+ (See+ Material+ and+ Methods).+ We+ applied+ the+ same+ TISAcalling+ 3017"
thresholds+as+described+ in+the+previous+chapter,+optimized+based+on+downstream+pepA 3018"
tide+identification+rates+for+mESC+and+HCT116+aTIS+proteoforms+(Crappe+et+al.,+2014a).+ 3019"
Since+ reported+micropeptides+ can+be+ as+ short+ as+ 11+AA+ (Kondo+et+ al.,+ 2010),+ sORF+ seA 3020"
quences+between+10+and+100+AA+were+allowed.+Furthermore,+sORF+sequences+i)+demonA 3021"
strating+a+more+than+50%+sequence+overlap+to+known+exon+coding+regions,+ii)+ initiating+ 3022"
from+annotated+TIS+and+ iii)+ sORFs+ lacking+elongating+RPFs+ (CHX+treated+sample)+were+ 3023"
discarded.++ 3024"
6.3.2! Filtering!steps! 3025"
Ribosomal & footpr in t & coverage & 3026"
A+number+of+extra+filtering+steps+were+applied+in+the+RIBOsORF+pipeline,+to+further+asA 3027"
certain+translation.+Identified+sORFs+are+first+filtered+based+on+CHX+coverage.+Here,+covA 3028"
erage+ is+defined+as+ the+percentage+of+ the+open+ reading+ frame+to+which+at+ least+1+ riboA 3029"
some+ footprint+ fragment+ could+ be+mapped.+ The+ RPF+ coverage+ cutAoff+ was+ calculated+ 3030"
based+on+the+90th+percentile+of+sORFs+identified+in+the+3'UTR+regions+(likely+nonAcoding)+ 3031"
of+canonical+transcripts+(0.21+for+human+and+0.25+for+mouse).+Although+these+coverage+ 3032"
cutAoffs+ could+ seem+ low+ at+ first+ hand,+ one+ has+ to+ keep+ in+mind+ that+ for+ each+mapped+ 3033"





True & t rans la t ion &based &on &FLOSS & score & 3039"





6.2).+ This+ purely+ computational+ analysis+ distinguishes+ true+ 80S+ footprints+ in+ RIBOAseq+ 3045"








tional+ sORF+products+ remains+up+ for+debate+ (Guttman+et+al.,+2013;+ Ingolia+et+al.,+2011;+ 3052"
2014).++ 3053"
3054"
Figure' 6.4' FLOSS. distinguishes. true. ribosome. footprints. on. coding. and. non&coding. se& 3055"
quences..(A).Plot.of.the.distribution.of.stringently.identified.sORFs.(green,.See.Table.6.1).on. 3056"







Phy logenet i c & conservat ion &by &Phy loCSF & 3062"
Phylogenetic+ conservation+ is+ still+ assumed+ to+ be+ an+ important+ proxy+ to+ functionality.+ 3063"
Most+ of+ the+ already+ identified+micropeptides+ demonstrate+ conservation+ of+ the+ coding+ 3064"
sequence+across+(very)+large+evolutionary+distances+(Crappe+et+al.,+2014b).+Although+this+ 3065"
could+be+explained+by+the+use+of+computational+screenings+(based+on+phylogenetic+conA 3066"
servation)+ in+ order+ to+ identify+ interesting+ targets+ for+ further+ downstream+ in. vivo+ reA 3067"
search,+ it+could+also+point+to+the+role+that+these+micropeptides+play+ in+ (embryonic)+deA 3068"
velopment,+morphogenesis+and+other+very+basic+and+important+biological+processes.++ 3069"
Filtering+on+conservationAbased+protein+coding+potential+was+done+using+the+PhyloCSF+ 3070"
score+ (Lin+et+ al.,+ 2011).+PhyloCSF+ is+ a+ comparative+ tool+ to+distinguish+ coding+and+nonA 3071"
coding+ regions+ based+ on+ an+ empirical+ codon+ substitution+matrix,+ ancestral+ codon+ freA 3072"
quencies+and+a+phylogenetic+tree.+ It+outperforms,+especially+for+short+sequences,+other+ 3073"
methods+such+as+ the+dN/dS+or+PhastCons.+Volders+et.al..benchmarked+PhyloCSF+using+ 3074"
Ensembl+ coding+ and+ nonAcoding+ transcripts+ and+ determined+ that+ 41+ is+ an+ optimal+ 3075"
threshold+ for+ the+ PhyloCSF+ score+ to+ distinguish+ coding+ from+ nonAcoding+ sequences+ 3076"
(Volders+et+al.,+2014).+ 3077"
6.3.3! Identification!of!sORFs!by!RIBOsORF! 3078"
Using+RIBOsORF+we+were+ able+ to+ identify+ a+ total+ of+ 68+ 343+ and+67+ 852+putative+ sORF+ 3079"






The+ FLOSS+ based+ filter+ has+ the+ lowest+ impact+ on+ the+ number+ of+ identified+ sORF+ seA 3086"
quences+as+more+than+90%+of+the+primary+sORF+set+passes+this+filter.+Although+one+could+ 3087"
question+ the+ validity+ of+ this+ filtering+ approach,+ Ingolia+ et. al.,. proved+ that+ the+ FLOSS+ 3088"
metric+ is+ able+ to+ reliably+ distinguish+ ribosomeAprotected+ mRNA+ fragments+ from+ the+ 3089"
background+present+in+profiling+data+(See+Figure+6.4)+(Ingolia+et+al.,+2014).+This+also+conA 3090"





































number+of+ identified+ sORFs,+withholding+only+~10%+of+ the+ identified+ sORF+ sequences.+ 3101"





















of+ the+ identified+ sORFs+ lie+ within+ 5'UTR+ regions.+ One+ theory+ is+ that+ these+ soAcalled+ 3121"
uORFs+do+not+encode+functional+peptides,+but+play+a+regulatory+role+reducing+the+level+of+ 3122"
downstream+coding+ORF+translation+(Pauli+et+al.,+2014b).+Even+though+this+could+be+true+ 3123"
for+ most+ uORFs,+ the+ high+ conservation+ level+ of+ some+ of+ these+ stringently+ identified+ 3124"
sORFs+ in+ 5'UTR+ regions+ could+be+an+ interesting+ starting+point+ for+ further+ investigation+ 3125"
(Andrews+and+Rothnagel,+2014).+For+example,+ in+ the+hair+growthAassociated+ (HR)+ tranA 3126"














(128+ out+ of+ 134+ for+ human).+ These+ could+ point+ to+ incomplete+ or+ wrong+ annotation+ of+ 3141"
underlying+transcripts/genes.+However,+ recent+ research+also+points+ for+example+to+pioA 3142"
neer+translation+products+originating+from+intronic+regions,+amongst+others,+as+an+alterA 3143"






Figure' 6.5'Overview. of. the. identified. sORFs. with. RIBO&seq. evidence. in. the. mESC. data. 3148"
subdivided.based.on.their.annotation.category. (See.also.Table.6.1)..Each.sORF. is.catego& 3149"
rized.as.part.of.one.of.6.categories;.5'UTR,.exonic,. intronic,.3'UTR,.ncRNA.and. intergenic. 3150"
(See. Figure. 6.2).. Furthermore,. sORFs. overlapping. 5'UTR. and. intronic. regions. are. further. 3151"
subcategorized.based.on. their.possible.overlap.with.exonic. regions..Exonic.sORFs.are. fur& 3152"







led+ to+ the+ identification+ of+ 49+ sORFs+ that+ produced+ visible+ phenotypes+ when+ overexA 3158"
pressed+(Hanada+et+al.,+2013).+Within+the+set+of+identified+intergenic+sORFs,+two+distinct+ 3159"
classes+of+ sORFs+ can+be+ found,+ this+ is+ especially+ apparent+ in+ the+mouse+mESC+data.+A+ 3160"
first+ class+ of+ sORFs+ is+ found+ in+ the+ proximity+ of+ known+ and+ annotated+ proteinAcoding+ 3161"
genes+(<200+bp,+19+sORFs),+others+are+located+at+a+larger+distance+(several+kb,+15+sORFs).+ 3162"
While+the+first+class+could+point+to+misAannotation+of+the+transcript,+ in+fact+overlapping+ 3163"




given+ to+ sORF+ sequences+ within+ these+ UTRs.+ However,+ recent+ RIBOAseq+ studies+ have+ 3168"













If+ and+ to+ what+ extent+ lncRNAs+ are+ nonAcoding+ and/or+ act+ through+ encoded+ sORFs+ is+ 3182"
subject+for+discussion.+In+any+case,+the+interest+in+sORFAencoding+lncRNAs+grew+remarkA 3183"
ably+since+the+advent+of+the+ribosome+profiling+technique+(Bazzini+et+al.,+2014;+Crappe+et+ 3184"
al.,+ 2013;+ Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2011;+ Ingolia,+ 2014;+ RuizAOrera+ et+ al.,+ 2014)+ (See+ also+ Chapter+ 3185"
3.5.1).+ Using+ RIBOsORF+ we+ were+ able+ to+ stringently+ identify+ a+ set+ of+ 5+ sORFs+ in+ the+ 3186"
HCT116+ sample+ that+ could+ be+ assigned+ to+ two+ different+ lncRNA+ genes+ (See+Appendix+ 3187"
File+6.5).+Since+no+mass+spectrometry+data+is+available+to+corroborate+these+findings+(See+ 3188"




LNCipedia+ is+ a+ publicly+ available+ online+ repository+ of+ annotated+ human+ lncRNA+ tranA 3191"
scripts.+A+combination+of+published+research+results,+stringent+conservation+analysis+and+ 3192"
largeAscale+reprocessing+of+publicly+available+proteomics+data+is+used+to+assess+the+proA 3193"
tein+coding+potential+of+ these+ lncRNA+transcripts+ (Bazzini+et+al.,+2014;+Lee+et+al.,+2012;+ 3194"
Lin+et+al.,+2011;+Vizcaíno+et+al.,+2013;+Volders+et+al.,+2014).+We+compared+each+stringently+ 3195"




MS+experiments+ (Vizcaíno+et+al.,+2013).+A+peptide,+overspanning+our+sORF,+was+ identiA 3200"











As+ already+ mentioned,+ LNCipedia+ only+ contains+ human+ lncRNAs+ and+ no+ comparable+ 3210"
speciesAspecific+ data+ resource+ is+ available+ to+ validate+ our+mouse+ results.+We+ used+ the+ 3211"
blast+tool+to+map+our+mouse+lncRNA+sORF+candidates+against+human+orthologues+(Gish+ 3212"
and+States,+ 1993).+ The+ 3+ identified+ sORFs+ that+were+ located+within+mouse+ lncRNA+ reA 3213"
gions,+overlapped+2+different+lncRNA+transcripts.+One+did+not+result+in+a+significant+blast+ 3214"
match+using+either+ the+peptide+or+ the+DNA+sequence.+The+other+however+ resulted+ in+a+ 3215"
blastp+hit+to+a+human+lncRNA+LINC00116+(LNCipedia+ ID+ lncANPHP1A1:5,+EAvalue+7eA30).+ 3216"
This+is+the+same+lncRNA+and+the+exact+same+sORF+(with+almost+complete+AA+conservaA 3217"
tion)+that+was+identified+in+the+human+HCT116+sample+and+that+overlapped+a+sORF+idenA 3218"
tification+ from+ the+ study+ of+ Bazzini+ et+ al,+ 2014+ (See+ Figure+ 6.6+ and+Appendix+ File+ 6.5)+ 3219"









gration+ with+ PROTEOFORMER+ (Crappe+ et+ al.,+ 2014a),+ will+ certainly+ allow+ straightforA 3229"
ward+analysis+and+sORF+ identification+of+ future+datasets,+enabling+the+ integration+with+ 3230"
matching+ proteomics/peptidomics+ mass+ spectrometry+ data.+ Through+ userAdefinable+ 3231"
parameter+ settings,+ RIBOsORF+ provides+ the+ flexibility+ to+ identify+ sORFs+ either+ very+ 3232"










count;+uORFs+ for+example+can+span+multiple+exons.+More+and+more+ focus+ is+placed+on+ 3243"




arbitrary+ length+cutAoffs+ in+genome+annotation+projects+(Frith+et+al.,+2006b).+NevertheA 3246"
less,+this+class+of+sORFs+could+herald+important+findings+(Aspden+et+al.,+2014;+Bazzini+et+ 3247"
al.,+2014).++ 3248"
Next+ to+ improvements+ on+ the+ assembly+ module,+ other+ (filtering)+ modules+ will,+ when+ 3249"
available,+also+be+added+in+the+near+future.+RIBOsORF+now+uses+a+ruleAbased+approach+ 3250"





Some+studies+also+used+ the+codon+periodicity+of+RIBOAseq+data+as+a+means+ to+ identify+ 3256"
open+reading+frames+(Bazzini+et+al.,+2014;+Guo+et+al.,+2010;+Michel+et+al.,+2012).+One+such+ 3257"
measure,+ the+ORFscore,+quantifies+ this+biased+distribution+and+was+specifically+used+to+ 3258"
identify+new+sORF+sequences+in+zebrafish+and+human+(Bazzini+et+al.,+2014).+For+well+covA 3259"
ered+sORFs,+this+triplet+periodicity+of+RPFs+along+the+CDS+sequences+could+in+theory+be+ 3260"
used+ to+ split+ the+RIBOAseq+based+ translation+signal+ in+ these+soAcalled+dually+coding+ reA 3261"
gions+(Michel+and+Baranov,+2013)."The+incorporation+of+multiple+approaches+to+identify+ 3262"
sORF+ sequences+will+ result+ in+ a+ comprehensive+RIBOsORF+pipeline+ and+ a+ userAfriendly+ 3263"
analysis+toolbox+for+RIBOAseq+based+sORF+research.++ 3264"
6.4.2! Lack!of!matching!MS!data! 3265"










In+conclusion,+we+developed+a+new+analysis+pipeline,+ termed+RIBOsORF.+ It+enables+ the+ 3276"
processing+of+RIBOAseq+data+and+can+be+optimized+based+on+userAdefinable+parameter+ 3277"




on+ a+ genome+browser+ of+ choice.+ It+ also+ includes+ a+ TIS+ calling+ algorithm+and+ assembly+ 3280"
module+ that+allows+ for+ the+delineation+of+ the+ORFs+of+all+ single+exon+ small+ translation+ 3281"
products,+ based+ on+ initiating+ ribosome+ footprint+ accumulation+ obtained+ upon+ 3282"
LTM/HARR+treatment.+ It+furthermore+allows+filtering+for+protein+coding+potential+using+ 3283"
the+phylogenetic+conservation+module+based+on+PhyloCSF+and+the+true+translation+filter+ 3284"
based+on+ FLOSS.+Using+RIBOsORF+and+ after+ applying+ the+different+ filtering+ steps+ in+ a+ 3285"
cumulative+way,+a+very+stringent+set+of+highly+conserved,+translated+and+putatively+codA 3286"
ing+sORFs+is+obtained.+This+set+of+identified+putative+sORFs+forms+an+ideal+starting+point+ 3287"





and+Galaxy+ implementation;+ JC+ and+SV+analyzed+ ribosome+profiling+data;+ JC+ analyzed+ 3293"

























Jeroen+Crappé,+Wim+Van+Criekinge,+Gerben+Menschaert+ (2014),+ Little+ things+make+big+ 3318"













cies.+Due+ to+ various+biases+ and/or+ simplifications+ introduced+ in+ these+discovery+ strateA 3330"
gies,+many+classes+of+molecules+have+been+overlooked+ in+the+past+ (Andrews+and+RothA 3331"
nagel,+2014;+Hashimoto+et+al.,+2008).+At+the+time+it+was+assumed,+in+order+to+reduce+the+ 3332"
number+ of+ false+ positive+ identifications,+ that+ proteinAcoding+ genes+ did+ not+ code+ for+ 3333"
translation+products+shorter+than+100+AAs.+This+was+the+main+reason+why+micropeptides,+ 3334"
translated+ from+ sORFAencoding+ genes,+ were+ completely+ missed+ in+ largeAscale+ cDNA+ 3335"
annotation+ studies+until+ recently+ (Carninci+ et+al.,+ 2005;+Dinger+et+al.,+ 2008;+Frith+et+al.,+ 3336"
2006a).++ 3337"
Based+on+ this+observation,+we+performed+a+ first+ in+ its+kind+systematic+ search+ for+putaA 3338"
tively+functional+sORFs+in+a+mammalian+genome+(Mus.musculus).+The+combination+of+in. 3339"
silico. genomeAwide+ prediction+ and+ experimental+ translation+ evidence+ proved+ to+ be+ a+ 3340"
powerful+ combination+ in+ the+ identification+ of+ interesting+ sORF+ sequences,+ putatively+ 3341"
encoding+micropeptides.+Many+highly+ conserved+and+unannotated+ sORFs,+ targeted+by+ 3342"
ribosomes,+were+identified+in+ncRNA+and+intergenic+regions+of+the+mouse+genome+using+ 3343"





tions.+We+used+ sORFfinder+ to+ filter+ the+ initial+ number+of+ sORFs+ in+ the+mouse+genome+ 3349"
based+on+the+coding+index,+thus+introducing+both+false+positive+and+false+negative+identiA 3350"
fications+(Hanada+et+al.,+2010).+Moreover,+the+applied+conservation+analysis+depends+on+ 3351"
the+ correctness+ of+ the+ underlying+multiple+ species+ sequence+ alignment.+ If+ little+ or+ no+ 3352"
information+is+available,+the+method+cannot+assess+the+coding+potential+of+these+sORFs,+ 3353"
possibly+ overlooking+ potentially+ interesting+ sORF+ encoding+ genes.+ At+ the+ same+ time,+ 3354"
highly+divergent+or+quickly+diverging+sORFs+are+also+missed.++ 3355"
Another+ shortcoming+of+our+ initial+ approach+became+apparent+ after+ the+advent+of+ the+ 3356"
new+ribosome+profiling+technique.+Combining+the+ability+of+ribosomes+to+protect+a+footA 3357"








al.,+ 2014).+Since+ the+ first+ step+ in+our+genomeAwide+ in. silico.prediction+was+built+ around+ 3364"
sORFfinder,+only+taking+into+account+cognate+(ATG)+start+sites,+we+missed+a+significant+ 3365"




from+ sORFs+ demonstrating+ translation+ evidence+ in+ ribosome+ profiling+ studies,+ afterA 3370"
wards+performing+the+necessary+in.silico+analyses.+++ 3371"
The+ true+ strength+of+RIBOAseq+ consists+of+ the+use+of+different+ antibiotic+ treatments+ in+ 3372"
order+ to+ stall+ or+ block+ initiating+ and+ elongating+ ribosomes.+ Combining+ both+ CHX+ and+ 3373"
LTM/HARR+treated+RIBOAseq+data+enables+the+prediction+of+open+reading+frames+based+ 3374"
on+ ribosome+ occupancy,+ in+ fact+ characterizing+ a+ time+ and+ space+ specific+ translatome.+ 3375"
However,+RIBOAseq+ is+a+ relatively+new+sequencing+strategy.+Specialized+bioinformatics+ 3376"
tools+and+analysis+pipelines+are+still+lacking.+++ 3377"
Thus+we+created+PROTEOFORMER,+a+first+publicly+available+analysis+pipeline+specifically+ 3378"
tailored+ towards+ the+ bioinformatics+ analysis+ of+ RIBOAseq+ data.+ It+ takes+ RIBOAseq+ data+ 3379"
from+ both+ initiating+ and+ elongating+ ribosomes.+ It+maps+ ribosome+ protected+ fragment+ 3380"
reads+ to+ a+ reference+ genome,+ checks+ the+ quality+ of+ the+ sequencing+ runs,+ determines+ 3381"
those+ transcripts+with+ evidence+ of+ translation,+ identifies+ translation+ initiation+ sites,+ inA 3382"
cludes+SNP+information+and+finally+enables+the+generation+of+a+RIBOAseq+derived+transA 3383"
lation+database+for+subsequent+mass+spectrometry+validation.++ 3384"
Methods+ developed+ in+ an+ academic+ setting+ tend+ to+ have+ shortcomings:+ these+ are+ freA 3385"
quently+only+built+for+a+very+specific+research+question,+not+user+friendly+or+very+hard+to+ 3386"










easy+ and+ useful+ tool+ for+ many+ biologists+ interested+ in+ RIBOAseq+ based+ (proteoA)+ geA 3397"
nomics+ research.+ PROTEOFORMER+ (and+ RIBOsORF)+ were+ initially+ applied+ on+ human+ 3398"
Conclusion" 129"
"
and+mouse+ RIBOAseq+ data.+ These+ pipelines+ are+ readily+ applicable+ to+ a+ wider+ range+ of+ 3399"
species,+and+have+already+been+successfully+used+on+Arabidopsis+thaliana+and+Drosophila. 3400"
melanogaster+RIBOAseq+data.+Underlying+annotation+bundles+ (available+ from+ Igenomes+ 3401"
and+Ensembl)+need+to+be+available+to+process+the+species+of+choice.+ 3402"
The+knowledge+gathered+from+building+the+PROTEOFORMER+pipeline+was+immediately+ 3403"
applied+ to+ tackle+ the+ identification+of+ putatively+ coding+ sORFs+by+means+of+ the+RIBOA 3404"
sORF+pipeline.+In+contrast+to+the+approach+used+in+chapter+4,+we+now+started+from+RIBOA 3405"
seq+data+(experimental+evidence)+to+identify+all+single+exon+sORF+sequences.+This+part+of+ 3406"




into+ account+ nearAcognate+ TIS,+ which+ are+ completely+ ignored+ in+ our+ first+ approach.+ 3411"
When+we+ look+at+the+total+number+of+sORFs+ identified+based+on+RIBOsORF,+75A80%+of+ 3412"
them+start+from+a+nearAcognate+TIS,+if+we+only+take+into+account+the+most+stringent+set,+ 3413"
this+number+further+grows+to+around+85A90%.+Furthermore,+its+modular+approach+allows+ 3414"
for+ easy+ expandability+when,+ for+ example,+ new+ filtering+ option+ become+ available.+ The+ 3415"
FLOSS+score+was+only+published+very+recently+(August,+2014),+but+already+proved+to+be+ 3416"
an+ ideal+ filtering+ step+ to+ distinguish+ true+ translation+ from+background+RNA+ fragments+ 3417"
(Ingolia+et+al.,+2014).++ 3418"
Results+ of+ both+RIBOsORF+ and+ our+ in. silico+ pipeline+ overlap+ remarkably+well+ for+ those+ 3419"
sORFs+ that+ could+ be+ identified+ via+ both+ approaches.+ 102+ of+ the+ 122+ sORFs+ identified+ 3420"
within+ intergenic+ regions+ (based+ on+ the+ in. silico. prediction)+ and+ with+ at+ least+ 5+ RPFs+ 3421"
mapped+ to+ their+ start+ site,+were+ also+ identified+ by+ RIBOsORF.+ The+ overlap+ for+ ncRNA+ 3422"
sORFs+is+lower+because+the+in.silico+pipeline+allowed+for+the+identification+of+sORFs+withA 3423"
in+ ncRNA+ regions+ partially+ overlapping+ proteinAcoding+ genes,+ making+ RIBOsORF+ the+ 3424"
more+stringent+method+with+the+lowest+number+of+possible+false+positives.++ 3425"
On+the+other+hand,+a+genomeAwide+ identification+approach+definitely+has+ its+place+and+ 3426"





some+ unidentified+ and+ low+ abundant+ sORFs.+Moreover,+ as+ we+ only+ took+ into+ account+ 3432"
mESC+and+HCT116+RIBOAseq+data,+RIBOsORF+will+definitely+miss+many+sORFs+that+are+ 3433"
not+ expressed+ in+ these+ cell+ lines.+ A+ genomeAwide+ in. silico+ approach+ stands+ a+ better+ 3434"





cy.+Until+ recently+only+a+small+number+of+ in. silico.prediction+approaches+were+available+ 3438"





in+ order+ to+ identify+ and+ annotate+ putative+ sORF+ encoding+ transcripts+ (Aspden+ et+ al.,+ 3444"
2014;+Bazzini+et+al.,+2014).++ 3445"
Ribosome+ profiling+ is+ however+ an+ indirect+ measure+ for+ protein+ levels,+ measuring+ the+ 3446"
underlying+mRNA+abundance+of+the+coding+sequence+targeted+by+translating+ribosomes.++ 3447"




mere+ synthesis+ of+ a+ peptide+ does+ furthermore+ not+ imply+ that+ it+ has+ a+ function.+ EvoluA 3452"
tionary+conservation+is+definitely+suggestive+for+functionality,+but+to+pinpoint+the+actual+ 3453"
function,+experimental+demonstration+of+a+biological+effect+is+required+(Kageyama+et+al.,+ 3454"
2011).+ Based+ on+ identified+ putative+ sORF+ encoding+ transcripts+ from+ both+ the+ in. silico+ 3455"
prediction+and+expression+data,+new+micropeptides+could+recently+be+functionally+charA 3456"
acterized+(Magny+et+al.,+2013;+Slavoff+et+al.,+2014).++ 3457"










The+ sORF+ and+ micropeptide+ research+ field+ is+ growing.+ In+ contrast+ to+ four+ years+ ago,+ 3466"
when+I+started+my+PhD,+micropeptides+and/or+sORF+encoding+genes+have+now+become+ 3467"
hot+ topics+ in+both+ the+genomics+ and+peptidomics/proteomics+world.+The+ research+and+ 3468"
tools+presented+here+are+both+novel+and+timely+and+puts+our+group+in+the+cockpit+of+bioA 3469"




tinue+ and+ expand+ the+ research+ presented+ in+ chapters+ 4+ and+ 6+ into+ a+multidisciplinary+ 3474"
effort.+ Since+ the+ research+ on+ these+ very+ short+ bioactive+ peptides+ is+ still+ in+ its+ infancy,+ 3475"
progress+ on+ all+ aspects+ of+ this+ field+ (in. silico+ analyses,+ functional+ characterization,+ geA 3476"
nomeAwide+sequencing+based+discovery…)+can+be+expected+in+the+near+future.++ 3477"
Since+micropeptides+have+a+very+narrow+expression+in+time+and+space,+a+genomeAwide+in. 3478"
silico+ identification+still+has+ its+value.+Although+there+are+many+sophisticated+gene+preA 3479"
diction+programs+available,+the+majority+is+optimized+to+predict+genes+with+100+or+more+ 3480"
codons,+ rendering+ them+ inappropriate+ for+ sORF+detection+ (Cheng+ et+ al.,+ 2011;+Do+ and+ 3481"
Choi,+ 2006;+Sleator,+ 2010).+Development+of+ab. initio+ singleAsequence+methods+ such+as+ 3482"
sORFfinder+ (based+ on+ codon+ patterns)+ and+ discriminative+metrics+ (pairwise+ and+multiA 3483"
species+alignmentAbased+comparative+metrics),+suited+for+the+detection+of+small+ORFs,+is+ 3484"





analyzes+a+multiple+ sequence+alignment+using+phylogenetic+ codon+models+ to+correctly+ 3490"
distinguish+between+proteinAcoding+and+nonAcoding+regions,+clearly+outperforming+othA 3491"
er+methods+ for+ the+ analysis+ of+ short+ exons+ (Lin+ et+ al.,+ 2011).+More+new+and+promising+ 3492"
metrics+with+regard+to+this+growing+field+of+sORF+detection+will+certainly+emerge,+but+are+ 3493"
in+ the+ end+ still+ dependent+ on+ the+ correctness+ of+multiple+ sequence+ alignments.+When+ 3494"
inspected+closely,+many+inconsistencies+can+be+found.+This+unavoidably+leads+to+missed+ 3495"
identifications+ in+ a+ pipeline+ using+ comparative+ conservation+metrics+ to+ filter+ for+ funcA 3496"
tional+ candidates.+ Since+ the+ latter+ outperform+ other+ gene+ prediction+ approaches,+ imA 3497"




Our+ RIBOsORF+ and+ PROTEOFORMER+ pipelines+ start+ from+ RIBOAseq+ data+ and+ are+ as+ 3500"
such+ largely+ dependent+ on+ the+ performance+ of+ this+ sequencing+ strategy+ and+ related+ 3501"
antibiotics+treatments.+One+of+the+problems+that+arise+when+interpreting+RIBOAseq+data+ 3502"
is+the+fact+that+presence+of+ribosomal+footprints+cannot+always+be+equated+with+translaA 3503"
tion+ since+ nonAproductively+ binding+ single+ ribosomes+ and+ 40S+ ribosomal+ subunits+ can+ 3504"
give+rise+to+RPF+signals+(Guttman+et+al.,+2013).+Ingolia+tackled+this+problem+by+developA 3505"
ing+ a+ metric+ for+ distinguishing+ true+ 80S+ footprints+ from+ nonAribosomal+ sources+ using+ 3506"
footprint+ distributions+ (Ingolia+ et+ al.,+ 2014).+ Others+ took+ an+ alternative+ approach+ and+ 3507"
devised+a+new+RIBOAseq+strategy,+termed+PolyARIBOAseq+(Aspden+et+al.,+2014).+Hereby,+ 3508"






ple+ to+ the+surface+of+mitochondria)+enable+ the+ in.vivo+biotinylation+of+AviAtagged+ riboA 3515"
somes+that+come+in+close+contact.+After+affinity+purification+of+the+latter,+the+ribosomeA 3516"
protected+fragments+can+be+sequenced+by+means+of+ribosome+profiling.+This+enables+the+ 3517"
recovery+of+ ribosomes+ from+defined+ locations,+and+ the+ study+of+ translation+at+a+ site+of+ 3518"
interest.+Next+to+such+new+experimental+approaches+based+on+RIBOAseq,+new+metrics+to+ 3519"
improve+ the+ data+ interpretation+ and+ new+ antibiotic+ treatments+ will+ certainly+ emerge,+ 3520"
further+improving+on+an+already+very+useful+and+informative+sequencing+strategy.++ 3521"
As+already+mentioned,+the+number+of+bioinformatics+tools+for+the+analysis+of+RIBOAseq+ 3522"





ing+ all+ newly+ identified+ sORF+ sequences+ from+ different+ species,+ comparable+ to+ LNCiA 3528"
pedia,+would+be+very+useful+ (Volders+et+al.,+2014).+Although+this+ repository+ is+still+ in+an+ 3529"
early+ design+ stadium+ (See+Appendix+ File+ 7.1),+ it+ should+ be+ available+ somewhere+ in+ the+ 3530"
2015.+Linking+RIBOsORF+with+this+repository+would+ultimately+allow+automated+analysis+ 3531"
of+ new+ RIBOAseq+ data+ in+ order+ to+ identify+ putative+ sORFs+ that+ are+ stored+ within+ this+ 3532"
publicly+ available+ database.+ This+will+ allow+ easy+ access+ to+ interesting+ sORF+ sequences+ 3533"
and+enable+the+comparison+of+identifications+between+different+samples+and+species.+ 3534"
It+will+ also+ enable+us+ to+ easily+ check+ these+ sORFs+ for+other+ characteristics+ and+overlap+ 3535"







et+al.,+ 2014).+As+ such,+ incorporation+of+RIBOAseq+data+ in+MSAbased+proteomics+ studies+ 3541"
allows+for+deep+proteome+coverage.+One+of+the+takeAhome+messages+at+the+13th+Human+ 3542"





native+ splicing+ and/or+ translation+ initiation+ (mentioned+ by+Dr.+ Akilesh+ Pandey).+ This+ is+ 3548"
exactly+what+our+PROTEOFORMER+and+RIBOsORF+methods+allow,+further+demonstratA 3549"
ing+their+novelty+and+usefulness+in+future+reAannotation+projects.++ 3550"
As+mentioned+before,+ known+micropeptides+ have+ a+ very+ narrow+expression+ in+ time+ as+ 3551"
well+as+in+space+(Kondo+et+al.,+2010).+This+is+probably+part+of+the+reason+why+tarsal&less,. 3552"
one+of+the+bestAstudied+micropeptide+encoding+genes+to+date,+has+never+been+identified+ 3553"
using+mass+ spectrometry.+New+and+alternative+extraction+methods+should+prove+ to+be+ 3554"
more+ effective+ at+ extracting+ micropeptides+ from+ the+ cytoplasm+ (Fricker,+ 2010).+ Few+ 3555"




missed+ in+ earlier+ annotation+ projects.+ The+ development+ of+ new+ mass+ spectrometry+ 3560"






didates+ of+ the+ research+ presented+ in+ chapters+ 4+ and+ 6+ have+ already+ been+ selected+ for+ 3567"
synthesis+to+proceed+with+preliminary+functional+testing.+Unfortunately,+we+have+insuffiA 3568"
cient+knowledge+to+make+strong+predictions+on+the+type+of+functional+effect+or+the+miA 3569"
cropeptide+ location+ at+ a+ cell,+ tissue+or+ organ+ level.+ Selected+peptides+will+ therefore+be+ 3570"
screened+using+a+wide+range+of+different+cell+types+with+a+method+(electrical+impedance+ 3571"
spectroscopy)+ that+ can+detect+ cellular+ activation+ via+multiple+ signal+ transduction+pathA 3572"
ways+(ACEA+Biosciences).+Furthermore,+and+for+peptides+showing+reproducible+effects,+ 3573"








ization+ with+ a+ labeled+ complementary+ RNA+ probe.+ After+ that,+ in. vivo. translation+ and+ 3580"
localization+was+tested+through+expression+of+CAterminal+GFP+fusion+proteins.+By+overA 3581"
expressing+the+peptide+ in+a+wildAtype+fly,+ its+function+ in+Ca2++trafficking+in+muscle+cells+ 3582"
could+be+proven+(Magny+et+al.,+2013).+To+study+the+function+of+tal+in+regulating+Svb,+KonA 3583"
do+and+colleagues+used+antibodies+against+ the+NAterminal+SvbAspecific+ region+ to+ study+ 3584"
the+expression+of+the+larger/truncated+versions+upon+tal+expression.+Deletions+in+mutant+ 3585"
embryos+ultimately+removed+the+functional+transcription+unit+(Kondo+et+al.,+2007;+2010).+ 3586"
The+multiAexonic+Toddler+ short+ protein,+ expressed+ from+a+ 2Aexon+ 58+AA+ORF,+ has+ also+ 3587"
been+recently+identified.+Expression,+production+and+secretion+were+analyzed+using+RNA+ 3588"
in. situ+ hybridization,+mass+ spectrometry+and+ToddlerAGFP+ fusion+proteins+ respectively.+ 3589"
Its+ function+ could+be+ rescued+by+ injecting+ the+peptide+ in+ frameshiftAmutated+embryo's+ 3590"
generated+with+TALEN+(Pauli+et+al.,+2014a).++ 3591"
Integration+of+all+aforementioned+multidisciplinary+approaches+will+undoubtedly+lead+to+ 3592"

















processed+ by+ the+ secretory+ machinery.+ Until+ recently,+ this+ class+ of+ micropeptideA 3606"
encoding+ genes+was+ completely+missed+ in+ largeAscale+ cDNA+ annotation+ studies.+Gene+ 3607"
prediction+tools+used+in+the+course+of+these+projects+often+applied+a+minimum+(e.g.+100+ 3608"
AA)+transcript+length+cutAoff+when+identifying+proteinAcoding+genes+to+reduce+the+likeliA 3609"
hood+of+ false+ positive+ predictions.+Nonetheless,+ a+ handful+ of+ functional+micropeptides+ 3610"
have+ already+ been+ discovered+ and+ linked+ to+ important+ embryonic+ and+morphogenetic+ 3611"
functions+ in+ plants+ as+ well+ as+ in+ animals.+ For+ example,+ an+ evolutionary+ conserved+miA 3612"
cropeptide,+referred+to+as+polished.rice.(pri)+or+tarsal&less.(tal),+has+been+identified+within+ 3613"
a+ncRNA+gene+in+Drosophila,+controlling+epidermal+differentiation.++ 3614"
Systematic+ and/or+ genomeAwide+ studies,+ specifically+ scanning+ for+ sORFs+ that+ encode+ 3615"
small+peptides,+have+already+been+performed+in+Saccharomyces.cerevisiae+and+Arabidop& 3616"
sis.thaliana,.identifying+thousands+of+coding+sequences+for+which+evidence+for+transcripA 3617"
tion+ or+ purifying+ selection+ is+ available.+More+ recently,+ a+ study+ described+ a+ systematic+ 3618"





These+ annotation+ studies+ were+ only+ made+ possible+ by+ the+ development+ of+ fast+ and+ 3624"
cheap+mass+sequencing+technologies.+Most+of+these+techniques+only+enable+us+to+study+ 3625"
the+static+state+of+one+of+the+information+carrying+biopolymers+in+the+cell.+RNAAseq+enaA 3626"










We. combined+ an+ in. silico.approach+ and+ experimental+ evidence+ by+means+ of+ ribosome+ 3637"








verified+ for+ the+ presence+ of+ experimental+ ribosome+ profiling+ signals+ obtained+ from+ 3644"
mouse+ Embryonic+ Stem+ Cells+ data,+ hinting+ to+ sORF+ translation.+ Using+ this+ combined+ 3645"




available+ analysis+ pipeline+ specifically+ tailored+ towards+ the+ bioinformatics+ analysis+ of+ 3650"
RIBOAseq+data.+It+enables+the+processing+of+RIBOAseq+data+and+can+be+optimized+based+ 3651"
on+userAdefinable+parameters+ in+order+to+be+useful+ in+answering+a+plethora+of+different+ 3652"
research+questions.+The+tool+includes+a+mapping+module+enabling+genomeAwide+visualiA 3653"
zation+ of+ ribosome+ occupancy+ on+ a+ genome+ browser+ of+ choice.+ It+ also+ includes+ a+ TIS+ 3654"
calling+algorithm+that+allows+for+the+delineation+of+the+ORFs+of+all+translation+products,+ 3655"
based+ on+ initiating+ ribosome+ footprint+ accumulation+ obtained+ upon+ LTM/HARR+ treatA 3656"
ment.+ A+ complete+ translatomeAbased+ sequence+ database,+ also+ including+ SNP+ inforA 3657"
mation,+ can+ thus+ be+ compiled,+ for+ spectral+ matching+ in+ a+ MSAbased+ protein/peptide+ 3658"
identification+experiment.+We+further+proved+that+optimization+towards+the+use+of+PROA 3659"
TEOFORMER+ in+a+proteogenomic+approach,+enables+deep+proteome+coverage+ (includA 3660"




applied+ to+ tackle+ the+ identification+of+ putatively+ coding+ sORFs+by+means+of+ the+RIBOA 3665"
sORF+pipeline.+ In+contrast+to+our+ in.silico.strategy,+we+now+started+from+RIBOAseq+data+ 3666"
(experimental+evidence)+to+identify+all+single+exon+sORF+sequences.+Next+to+mapping+of+ 3667"
ribosomeAprotected+ fragments,+ TIS+ identification+ and+ subsequent+ sORF+ assembly,+ the+ 3668"
tool+also+includes+a+number+of+filtering+steps+that+analyze+the+peptide+coding+potential+of+ 3669"











a+ very+ stringent+ set+ of+ highly+ conserved,+ translated+ and+ putatively+ coding+ sORFs+ was+ 3679"
obtained.+85A90%+of+this+set+of+stringent+sORFs+start+from+a+nearAcognate+TIS,+making+ 3680"
RIBOsORF+more+comprehensive+as+our+ in. silico+ strategy+since+ the+ latter,+depending+on+ 3681"
sORFfinder+for+sORF+delineation,+completely+ignored+nearAcognate+start+sites.+However,+ 3682"
if+we+only+take+into+account+those+sORFs+that+could+be+identified+with+both+approaches,+ 3683"
they+ overlap+ remarkably+ well.+ This+ is+ exemplified+ by+ the+ sORF+ in+ the+ mouse+ lncRNA+ 3684"









is+ the+ perfect+ time+ to+ push+ this+ research+ forward+ from+a+ bioinformatics+ and+ genomics+ 3694"
centered+ approach+ into+ a+multidisciplinary+ effort.+ Integration+ of+ such+multidisciplinary+ 3695"















werkt+ in+ het+ secretieAreactiepad.+ Tot+ voor+ kort+ werd+ deze+ klasse+ van+ micropeptideA 3709"




staande+ reeds+ ontdekt+ en+ na+ functionele+ beschrijving+ gelinkt+ aan+ embryologische+ en+ 3714"
morfogenetische+functies+in+plant+en+dier.+Een+evolutionairAgeconserveerd+micropeptide+ 3715"
(polished. rice. (pri)+ of+ tarsal&less. (tal)),+ dat+ epidermale+ differentiatie+ controleert,+ werd+ 3716"
bijvoorbeeld+geïdentificeerd+in+een+ncRNA+transcript+in+Drosophila.+ 3717"
Met+behulp+van+ systematische+en/of+genoomwijde+ studies+ in+Saccharomyces. cerevisiae. 3718"
en+Arabidopsis.thaliana.konden+reeds+duizenden+sORFs+geïdentificeerd+worden+die+moA 3719"
gelijks+coderen+voor+kleine+peptiden.+Recent+werd+ook+een+studie+gepubliceerd+die+een+ 3720"
zoekstrategie+ beschreef+ voor+ de+ identificatie+ van+ mogelijks+ functionele+ sORFs+ in+ de+ 3721"









sequenering,+ terwijl+ massaAspectrometrie+ ons+ voorziet+ van+ informatie+ over+ het+ proteA 3731"
oom.+Door+de+recente+ontwikkeling+van+de+ribosoomAprofilering+(RIBOAseq)+strategie+(in+ 3732"














tieAaligneringen+ een+matrix+met+ conserveringskenmerken+ samengesteld.+ In+ een+ derde+ 3745"
stap+ werd+ een+ machineAlearning+ algoritme+ gebruikt+ om+ de+ coderende+ capaciteit+ van+ 3746"
deze+ sORFs+ na+ te+ gaan.+ Deze+ set+ van+ sORFs+met+ hoge+ coderende+ score+werd+ daarna+ 3747"
gecontroleerd+ op+ de+ aanwezigheid+ van+ overlappende+ experimentele+ ribosoomA 3748"
profileringssigalen,+ bekomen+ na+ experimenten+ op+ muis+ embryonale+ stamcellen.+ Op+ 3749"
deze+ manier+ konden+ tientallen+ hoogAgeconserveerde,+ door+ ribosomen+ gebonden+ en+ 3750"
mogelijks+coderende+kleine+open+leesramen+geïdentificeerd+worden.++ 3751"
Doordat+ RIBOAseq+ een+ relatief+ nieuwe+ sequeneringsmethode+ is,+ ontbreken+ specifieke+ 3752"
bioinformaticaAtools+ en+ analyseApijplijnen+ om+ deze+ data+ te+ verwerken.+ Mede+ daarom+ 3753"
ontwikkelden+wij+PROTEOFORMER,+de+eerste+publiek+beschikbare+bioinformatica+anaA 3754"
lyseApijplijn+ specifiek+ gericht+ op+ de+ verwerking+ van+ RIBOAseq+ data.+ Doordat+ alle+ input+ 3755"
variabelen+door+de+gebruiker+ ingesteld+kunnen+worden,+kan+PROTEOFORMER+geoptiA 3756"
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